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ExECUIlVE SUMMARY

1. Thl! ESHI was commissioned in 2001 by the Office of

Tohacco Comrol to produce a comprehensive literature
revie\v of the economics ancl marketing of lobacco in

Ireland.
2. Literature was sourced through disclissions with
professionals in the ficids of public health. marketing
and economics; through s),slcmaric review of electronic
data ~ources; :lncl through electronic ~lncl manual
searches of rhe librJry systems of Dublin universities.
3. The n:pon focLises on sLx distinct topicS under the
following headings:

•
•
•
•

Is the consumption of lObacco related (0 its price?
Income, education and lObacco usage.
Coslfbenen( analyses of lObacco usage.
The adveI1ising and marketing of lobacco producls.

•

The economics of smoking among children.

•

Evidence from the 1998 Living in Ireland Survey (LIS).

4. The ::;:llient findings of the review are set out in the
follo\I..'ing paragraphs.

5. One or the primary and conSiSlenl critical findings across
all areas (Chapter 1) is that research on rhe economics
and marketing of tobacco in Ireland is vcry
underclevelopecl (p. 3).
6. The rdationship between income. price anu tobacco
consumption has received a ccnain amount of treatment
hut the effects of marketing and health eciucation on
!Obacca consumption has received almost no systematic
or scientific ~lilemian.
7. The repan suggests lh;H more funding should be directed
at research in these areas and concentI(lIed efforts
should be made to foster research interest in them.
8. In the economic literature reviewed (Chapter 2) the
investigation of the relationship bct\'\.'cen price and
consumption is bedeviled hy dirferences in the
assumplions and methodologies employed by various
researchers over the past four decades.
VII

\'111

nlE ECD"'O.\DQI A.1\1) t-.1,\RKITl;-.;G OF TORAaD 1;\lIRELAN[)

I-1o\vcver. more recent investigalions by Conniffe
099-D have examined [he impliGHions of different
methodologies and has consequently produced more
stable cSlimates of the price elasticity (-.39) (p. 11).
9. There are t\'\'o main conclusions 10 he derived from the
economic literature in tenllS of polk1' implicalions.
First price alone docs not account for the fall in
tobacco consumption since the 1960s. Health promotion.
health education and tohacco restriC[ions are also likely
10 have h~ld an effect in tcmls of reduced consumption
(p. I J).

This does not mean that price is not an effective
mechanism for reducing consumption, nor that its effecl.s
are uniform across [he population. But reliance on price
alone would reqUire extremely large increases in excise
duties.
Second. Irish data does nm offer suppon for rational
addic[ion explanations of tobacco consumption (p. 12).
'I11is suggesls that consumers are fairly shonsighted in
thdr smoking behaviour and unlikely to assess the longtenn heallh risks or the impact of future price increases.
10.

Differences in assumplions and methodologies also
complicate the ~malysis of litera lure on the rehltionship
between income and tOiJ3cco consumption (Chapter 3).
II is clear, however, that at some point after 1960 the
income ebsticil), of demand for tobacco changed and
became ncg.Hivc. Higher incomes are now associated
with a lower propensity to smoke.

11.

Clear socia-economic c13ss differentials in smoking
suggest thm factors mher than income, education, and
tobacco restrictions may be retarding smoking cessation

amongst working c"'" groups (p.

22).

This

has

importam implicHions for health promotion. which at
presem has indi\'idual behavioural ch~mge as its <lim.
12. 111t: liter..Hure suggests th~j[ SlnlCtllral socio-economic
conditions
such
as
low
income,
deprivation.
unemployment and limited control over life circumstances
may increase fal~liism andlor heighten levels of stress,
both of which may influence smoking behaviour. The
\\'dfare impacl of taxation on tobacco products is a
matter of ongoing ddxtle. Different moods equally
consistent wilh the empirical evidence yield contrary
welfare outcomes for smokers rendering it difficult to
draw firm conclusions ahout the effects of taxation
policies.
13. The resulL":; of cost-benefit analysis of tobacco usage
(Chapter 4) are critically dependent on (he selected
parJmeters, assumptions and specified desired OlHcomcs.

EXEon",,, 51',\l\iA"'-

A subslamial repon by Conniffe (994) recommended
thaL (he focus of an:llysis should not be on (he present
habnct:: of costs and beneHls but should start from the
facl [har smoking is dc:monslrably injurious to hcahh and
therefore the elimination or reduction of smoking is the
desired Olllcome. It is the economic consequences of

pursuing this ohjective which ollght to be assessed
(p. 29)

14. The implications of a hypothetical one-third decrease in
sI110king prevalence to be achieved by price change
alone were examined from a narrow exchequer
viewpoint in terIllS of the changing balance of COS(S and
benefits over lime (pp. 29. 32).
15. TIle link between advertisinglmarkeling and tobacco
consumption (ChapLer 5) is complex. Imernation:ll
lilerature supports the vicw that there is 30 impact hUl
the size of the effect is still the subject of much debate.
The Illost striking finding is the almost complete
absence of research on the Irish situation and the
consequenr need for investigation to further inform the
policy-making process (p. qt).
Public policy fonnation in Ireland has hitherto been
heavily dependem on imernational experience with
particular
reference
to
coumries
with
similar
demographics. tobacco production and marketing.
In particular. longitudinal research \vhich can
measure exposure to [Ohacco marketing before take up
is necessary to develop knowledge on the imp~lct of
tobacco industry strategies (0 increase smoking amongst
young people (p. 42).
16. The literatufl.:: on the economics of !"imoking alllong
children and young people (Chaprer 6) shows that while
estimates V4Jry, the consenSU!"i is [hat [hey are Illore
respon.sive to changes in cigarette prices than adults
(p. 52).
17.

lL is not clear whether the effects of cigaretle prices vary
according to the aspect of smoking being examined:
smoking initiaLion. frequency. duraLion!cessation (p. 55).
There is an absence of evaluative research on lhe
effeclivcness of primary and post-primary :-;chool health
eciUGltion programmes.
!vlore research specifically reialed LO Lht.: Irish COlllex[
is needed to evaluare the potential effecL"i of priu.:'
changes on Lhe iniLiarion. prevalence and cessation of
smoking amongst lhe young. QU~1I1tificalion of effects in
this area would he of ('onsiderahle imponan('(.: to the
policy form~Hion pro('css.

rx
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THE ECONO;-'Ua; AND ~lARKf-:I1r-:G OF TOIl,\CCO IN IKF1AND

18.

Hitherto unpublished results from The Economic and
Soci:1I Research Institute's Living in In!land Survey arc
examined in ChapIer 7.
A! 'he request of EUl'osto, the ESRI's (1998) LIS
included questions on smoking behaviour. The large
sample size of the LIS enables a variety of dewiled
statistical analyses to be perfonned on popldation subgroups.
The n~.sults reveal that while men have a higher
probability of smoking compared to women. young
women have a panicularly high rate of smoking
compared to young men. a reverst: of the historicli
pattem. This is consistem with other Irish and UK
research.

19.

Multivariate analysis of the results revealed th~H income
becomes insignificant in the presence of social class and
education suggesting that these factors afC of greater
importance in rdation to smoking. Additionally, a
measure of psychological stress shows that levels are
positively related to the possibility of smoking, even
after controlling for income, education and social class.

20.

The LIS result." sho\v thar ~J!though income b inversely
related to the probability of smoking, among smokers.
income is no longer related to smoking to any significant
degree (p. 67).

21.

In summary the key points arising from the review arc

three:
First, the requirement for considerably more research,
in the topical areas considered. on the efficacy of the
various policy instruments avaibhle to government in
controlling the promotion and use of tobacco products.
Second, price increases, in particular, can yield
measllrdble reductions in smoking and these reductions
are biased toward children and adolescents.
TIlird, thm, on the basis of existing research findings,
currently available policy instnllllenL5 are all capable of
making a contribution to the reduction of tobacco
consumption and it would be premature and
inappropriate to eliminate any policy instrument from
considerJtion or application WilhoU[ compelling reasons
for so doing.

1. lNrRODuCTIoN

In

lhi!'i report we ~x;lInin~ a \vide rJ.nge of litt:rature published in
Ireland on the economics :.md m~ukeling of tobacco and assess the
evidence lh~ll [his preser:lts on a range of issues. In doing so we

aim to provide an overview' of current research and conclusions

reached as \\,'ell as identifying gaps in research that require
alLemioll. 111roUgholll the report we ha\'t: endeavoured to examine

and assess a wide range of sources from academic literature and
governmem reports (0 so called "grey sources sllch as
newspapers. trade magazines and professional journals.
111ere are many dimensions to the economics Jnd marketing of
(Ohacea in Ireland, but the sheer size of the industry and the
amoums spent on this item are a good stan. Each year around six
billion cigarenes are smoked in the Republic of Ireland as well as
322 thousand kilos of mhcr (Ohacca prodllCL~. In 10[31. consumers
spem roughly €l ,869 million on lObacco producEs in Ehe year 2000,

31most 4 per cent of all person31 expenditure. Though estimates of
both the numher of regular .smokers and the amount that they
.smoke is not very precise, the percentage of regular smokers
(more than one cigareue per clay) in the adult population is
somc\vilcre bet\vecn 28 and 30 per cem, each one consuming an
average of 21 cigaretles, We know frolll research however. th;n
smoking is not confined to adults and that by the Iale let:nage
years, the percentage smoking almust equals the proportion of
adult smokers, although <l far higher numher \vill have tried
smoking.
Yet [here is no doubt that smoking caUSes a number of se~ious
illnesses and is tht: largest cause of premature de~Hhs in Ireland.
approximately 7.000 a year. Because of this. one of the major
themes of economic research on tobacco in Ireland and elsewhere
is the relationship between the price of cigarettes :md their
consumption. The answer to this question has imponam
implications since if consumption falls as price rises then
increasing prices through laxation will be a useful policy lever in
the hands of those seeking to reduce the amount of chronic illness
-and premature death caused by this product. This question is itself
multi-faceted since different groups in society \\'ill h:lve larger or
smaller incomes anel so will be more or less sensitive to changes in
price. For example, if the majority of smokers start smokirig in
their teenage years and teenagers tend [0 have less income than
adult.s. the issue of the price/consumption relationship h~ls even
gn:ater importallCc.

2

TIm Eco:-..mnc; A..'1) MARKFmNG OF TOBMX.o IN lR}<]AN1)

Cost however. is by no means the only innuence on the
consumption of lob3CCO. As we have just noted. income has a role.
but anti-smoking health campaigns, (Obacco advertising/marketing
and restrictions on these also play a pan, In recent years
restrictions on smoking advenising have become stricter, bUi there
are many other means through which robacca products can be
marketed and maximising the value of these media has been the
task of the marketing industry,
Government."i have not been slow to realise both the heahh and
revenue raising.effects of taxes on [Obacco and this is one aspt'ct
of a third major theme in the liter-HUrl' on [he economics of
tobacco --, the costs and benefits of smoking. AJthough most
people would now accept that smoking is the major cause of
disease and premature death, the [axes r..tisecl from tobacco s~Iies
are considerable arid represent a major incentive to government
nO( to unduly restrict lObacco usage or price it out of people's
reach. The central question is: does the large amount of money
which government receives in tlw fonn of taxes on tobacco sales
exceed the "cost'" to the country of the llcalth consequences? This
is a difficult question; aside from the problems associated with
quantifying the proportion of illness. caused and the cOSt of this to
health services. should we also try to quantify the suffering caused
to individuals and families by tobacco usage? ["loreover. should we
also include in the total coSb the days of work ,lnd productivity
lost through ill he~l[h caused by smoking? As we will go on to see,
[he balance of costs and benefits is hugely sensitive to the
assumptions made aboU{ what should be placed on the scales and
the ultimate aim of such an exercise should be questioned.
In this repon \Ve first examine the literature that has been
published in the Irish conLe~t on these themes and mhers, and
auempt to give an evaluation Qf the quality of this literature.
Literanlre was accessed using a variety of techniques from
discussions with those \vorking in the area of public health,
marketing and economics to electronic and manllal searches. To
search electronic daw sources, the techniques of systematic review
were used on databases such as Medline, PsychLit, Sociofile and
Econ~tl. This involves using a series of key words in combinations
to systematically co\'er the subjecL'i and titles of availab!t:
published material. ElecLronic and manual searches were also
made of the library systems of the Dublin Universities. These
searches revealed a large collection of material puhlished in
Ireland, though some areas were the subject of rather more
literature than others and overall research on the economics and
marketing of tobacco in Ireland \vas very underdeveloped. For
example. although there are still many unanswered questions, the
price/consumption relationship has gained some attention in the
academic economic literature whereas the effect of marketing, or
health education on consumption has received almosl no
systemaEic or sci~ntific attention. This is an unfortunate situation
given the imponancc of smoking for pllblic health and suggests
that father more funding should be directed at research in these

INrnom:cnoN
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areas and concerted effons should be made to roster research
imerest. Thrqughout this review we have m~lde J point of
remarking upon those areas where research is scant as \vell as
evalu<Iling the research that is available.
The review is structured as follo""'s: in the next chapter we
examine rhe work. that has been published in Ireland on the
relalionship between [he price of tobacco and the level of
consumption. As just disclIssed this is a large question that has
important consequences for health profeSSionals and policy
makers.
Price is not however, the only influence on [he level of tobacco
consumption. As we will show, a strong case could be made thai
health education has had far more influence on the cxtenl of and
level of smoking in (he recent past and this has led [Q an
interesting inverse relationship between the level of income of a
person and their probability of smoking,

In Chapler 3 we

investigate this rcbrionship using Irbh literature to diJ.w out the'
implications for lobacco policy.
In Chapter 4 we move on to an assessmem of the Irish
literature on the isslle of the level of tax on wbacco and the
contentious question of wherher the high levd of revenue rJ.ised
from tobacco sales. plus its indirect effecr on (he demand for
health care and social welfare means that tobacco is a net cost or
net benefir to socie!:)'. Just as health edUGllion can be seen as one
of the principal reasons for the decline in levels of smoking in
recent decades, it is argued thal the marketing and promotion of
tobacco is a primary rea.s.on for Ihe "maintenance of a significant
number of smokers in Irish society and the continual recruitment
of Ilew smokers from among the young. In Chapter 5 we examine
the literalure which has l!merged in the Irish contl!XI on the
marketing and promotion of tobacco products.
Given that the m;~joriIY of regular smokers take up their habit
whilst still in their teens it is not surprising thJt the subject of
tobacco us~ge among young people is a major is~<.;ue. In Chapler 6
we draw together a large amount of liteiJ.ture from Ireland on the
level of smoking among young people, the extelll to \\"hich the
price/consumption relationship is different for this group ~1nd, the
role of marketing and advertising in promoting smoking .
. In Chapter 7 we review some previously unpubiished evidence
fro'm lhe 1998 \\'ave of the Living In Ireland Survey (LIS) carried
out· by The Economic and Social Research Institute. This data
allo"vs LIS to examine a number of the issues ciisclIssed in rhis
revkw using repr~sentative dal<l for the Irish popUlation, For
instance, LIS has very dewiled infonnation on income and
occupational slatus that we Gill use to investigale the distributi0rt
of smoking by sex, age group, social class ,lIlel income group.

2. Is TIlE CONSUMPTION OF
TOBACCO RELAIED TO ITS

PRICE?

In this chapter we review the liter.uure published in Ireland on
perhaps the core issue in rhe economic analysis of smoking. lhe
extent [0 which the consumption of tobacco is related to its price.
Though other faoors. principally health education, restrictions on
advertising and limits on where smoking is allowed may well have
as much, or even more effect on the actual level of smoking. it is
the effect of price on consumption [h:11 has received the most
allemion in the economic and health economics literature.
Given the large amoUnl of high quality research carried out on

this issue iJOlh in Ireland and internationally (some in the UK

going back 10 [he 19405), one would il110gine [hal [here was a fair
degree of consenslIs at this point as to the nature of the
relationship, bur this does not seem (0 he the case. In general the
literature agrees that there is some relationship between price and
consumption. usually expressed in the fOnll of "elasticities", i.e. the
proponion change in the amount of [Qbacco smoked for a
proponionate change in price, but the size of this relationship is
disputed. as is the methodology by \"\'hich the estimate is achievcd.
In this chapter we will eX~lInint' the different approaches taken
and differem conclusions relched and <)nempr to assess the
possible reasons for their disagreement. Specifically \\'t' examine
the differt:m data sources thai have been used, the assumptions
made about the constancy or not of the rel:Uionship over time and
the role given to addiction as an important influence. 111t'
priceiconsumption relationship would usually be assessed
alongside the relationship of income to consumption. primarily
because analysts need [0 hold the latter (as well ~lS other factors)
constant within st3tisti<.:al models Lo get a reliable cstimare of the
former. Howevt:.'f, there arc a host of quc~tion.s within tile literature
abolll Iht' income/consumption relationship that deserve a chapter
of their own so in Ihis review we leavc this subject until the next
chapler ~lI1d concentrate here solely upon how the consumprion of
tobacco changes with its price. Similarly, we also defer an
examination of the cnlcial
question of whether the
price/consumption rebtionship is different for young people until

IS '1l1E CONSU.\iJ-'Il'ON OF TOIv"cco RElAll:D lO n'S PlUG:"
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Chaptcr 6 when we examine a r<mge of issues in the economics
and marketing of tobacco as they relate LO young people.

2.1
Developments
in Price and
Consumption
1960-1990

Before we lUrn to the work which has been published on the
price/consumption rdarionsilip, it would be useful first [0 examine
the way in which the both [he price of tobacco and the level of
consumption have changed over the last few decades since it is
this recelll history in statistical form which is used to examine the
relationship. Data on expenditure on tobacco are available from
the Central Statistics Office's National Income alld E'1Jeliditl{f1!
ACCOlillts and these om~r ~I fairly accurate picture or the real
amount of tobacco consumed. except for the impact of tobacco
smuggling (though the bner is not insignificant). Nonetheless,
these figures expressed at constant prices (i.e. price ddlaH:d to
take account of price inn~lIion) and represented on a per adult
basis sho\v that tohacco consumption has declined from a peak in
1963 to 62 per cent of this \'~i1ue in 1988 with the I:ugesl decline
occurring berween the late 1970s-"md the lale 1980s (all figures in
this section .are from Conniffc (I 994). p. 3.13). \,(lhat then was
happening to tohacco prices over this same period? The same data
sho\v that prices rose from 1960 to 1969, then declined
::iuhstantially in real terms until 1978. before rising :llmosl
cominuously 10 (heir highest point in 1987. This pattem suggests
that there may he some relationship given lhat the largesl drop in
wbacco consumplion coincided \I•.'ith the period of increase in
prices, bLU the relations!lip is not clear cut given the lack of a fall
in consumption during the strong price rise during the 19605.
If there is a relationship between price and consumption, then
it is nOl straightforward and there are other factors involved. but
there does appear to he some correlation between the two factors.
\Xh: will examine some of these other factors in the next chapter.
but flere, the imp0l13nt question is - if there is-a relationship, \\Ihat
is its magnitude and what im-plications does this have- for the use
of price ::IS a tool in anti-smoking policy~

2.2
PriceConsumption
Studies

One of the first attempts ro measure the price/consumption
relationship \Vas a paper by O'l{iortian (1969) in 17Je Economic
and Social Review. ·nlis u.sed dat~l referring to Ireland bt:'twecn the
years 1953 to 1967 from the Tobacco Research Council in London
and related the tolal weight of tobacco consulllcd to rhe price -and
nation;:ll income. His main nnding was that there was an estimated
eia.sticity berween price and consumption of -.H6. th31 is, if the
price of tohacco were raised by 10 per cem. the amount of
tobacco consumed would fall by around 8.6 per cent. This is a
rclativdy large.: e!;lsticity among smoking studies and if true would
mean thm consumption is very sensitive to price. Ho\'\'ever, a later
study by McCal1hy (977) came [0 almost the opposite conclusion.
McCal1hy used data fr'om the CSO's Natiollal Income (l1id
E,pendilure Accounts for a longer period than the data used by
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O'Hiordan covering the years .1953 to 1974 and found an elasticity
of jllSl -.15. i.e., a 10 per cent increas~ in the price of tobacco
would induce just a 1.5 per c~nr decrease in smoking.
Such differences in conclusions arc hard to reconcile. but
would seem ro be mostly due to the differenr melilOdologies
enlployed. Apart from the diffcrenr data sources used, .McC~1I1h)'
also simultaneollsly estimated ciem<lncl for a number of differenl
commodities ap<ln from tobacco. This meant lhat, unlike
Q'Riordan, he did not anempt [0 include par.ulleterS in his models
that represenred a ch:mging relationship hetween tobacco and
consumption over time or control for significanr other events thaI
occurred over the period of observ:uion sllch as media and
government attention to [he health risks involved. I
A more comparable siudy 10 O'Riordan (969) was Ihol of
Walsh (1980) which used similar data to McCanhy (1977), bUI for a
slighlly longer time period (1953 to 1976). Unlike McCanhy he
concemr~lh:d solely on LObacco consumption in the fonn of weight
per adult and related this to price and income, but significantly, he
found th:n a single fiHed equation for the wllole period waS
unstable. He found a much better fit using two equations, one for
the 1953-1961 period and another for the remaining years to 1976.
This yielded an elasticity for the first period that was much closer
to O'Riordarfs estimate at -.79. bUI a much lower estimme for (he
sc.:cond period at -.38.
The decreaSing elasticity over time docs seem lO be a recurrent
finding with Madden (1993) finding a price elasticity of b<:tween
-.33 and -.68. though again, differences in methodology make true
comparisons difficult (Madden used a model which treated lob:lcco
as one of a sel of commodities in a complete breakdown of
consumer expenditure). Tht: differences in Ihe results reported in
these four studies highlights the importance of the type of model
estimated and the assumptions made about the constancy of the
elasticity. ll1ere are a.lso important differences bet\veen studies in
the manner in which restrictions on the prol11Olion of tobacco and
health reports are modelled, if at all.
It is also interesting that none of these studies attempted to take
accoum of the addictive nature of tobacco products when
estimating the extent [0 \ .... hich consumption may fall with a price
i~crea.se. This is an impoI1am iSSLIe as most regular smokers would
<lUeSI to the difficulty of giving up, or clitting down on Ihe amounl
of tobacco smoked and there has been a gre~1I deal written
intt!rn~Hionall)' on the Structure of addiction and ho\\.' this can be
modelled theoretically and methodologically in economics.
Addiction is urten modelled using a lagged dependent variable:. Le.
l'onSUl1lplion responds slowly [0 price change hecause of
addiction. There have also been more sophislicned theoretical
approaches to the problem. Young (1983) for instance imroouced
I 11h:~ f{(.l~':J.1 College ur Physici:ms in the UK published a report in 1962 linking.
smoking anu fung cancer and around the same lime \devLsion advcl1bing or
loh,lCC(J was banned.
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the.: idea of asymmetric price dTeclS which posit [hat Ihe dfec~ of a
CUlTent real decrease in prices can only be reversed in a future
period by a larger price increase. the.: logic bdng that consumers
become addicted to a higher level of consumption :md this creates
:1 certain inCl1i;] to change.
One of the mosl interesting attempts [0 undersL:lnd the effect of
addiction on economic behaviour is that of Becker and Murphy
(1988), which posiL'\ that smokers are rational in taking up the
habit or increasing their smoking 31KI take into accounl nOl only
the current price. but flUure price ch~mges since addiction would
mean that lhey are tied into a given level of consumplion after
some pt:riod (i.e. when addiction sets in). Though the· assumptions
of this are fairly bizarre in that it implies perfect foresight on the
part of consulllers regarding future price levels. it has received
some support in s[udies in the US and is qUOIeci by US antismoking groups because of the higher price elasticitit.·s thaI it
produces and the implied effect on current consumption of
commitmcnts to flilure price rises, As Conniffe 0995, p. 345)
argues however. the theory would actually seem to suit the needs
of the tobacco indusu)' far more since it holds that smokers
foresee all the consequences of smoking including the addiclion
and health consequences.
It was not until the study of Conniffe (994) that all of these
factors were investigated thoroughly in the Irish context as part of
a report for the Department of Health and subsequently published
in Conniffe (995). He also usecl the CSO's Natio1lal Income and
E.\pendiJllre AccoUIlIS for the period frolll 1960 to 1990 and
measured consumption level as expenditure at cons[ant price per
person O\'er I-I years. Using both a lagged dependent variable for
addiction effects, a decreasing lime trend. sl1ol1 and long-n.m
effects and both consranI and variable elasticities, Conniffe (199<1:
1995) tested a number of hypotheses. Using different Jormublions
for the structure of the elasticity ~md a lagged dependent variable
for addiction effects he found rhat the price etasticity was fairly
stable at around -.38 which is lower, bUl quite close to the
estimates of Walsh (1980) and Madden (1993).
Most usefully, Conniffe (1995) realised that price can affecl
hoth the proporrion of smokers in the population as well as
impacting on tht! ~U11ount of tobacco smoked hy each individual
and sought lO tes[ this hypmilesis. He did this by using tillle series
data on the propoI1ion of smokers 10 estimate ;1 dU;ll equation
model where the Ilrst equation relates the proportion of smokers
~Hnong adults to cliffererlt f~lctor.'i (here a neg.Hive time trend :md
dummy variablt:s wert:' used to represent restrictions on cigarette
advertising) whilst the second rdates the quantity consumed to the
same variables.
Using [his modd Conniffc U 995. pp. 3 I i2-j43) found (hal the
propol1ion of smokers' in the population to he neg<llivdy rehired to
price with an elasticity of -.11. This means that a 10 per cem price
increase would lead 10 a I per cent f;:llI in the propoltion of
smokers. Pritc was related to consumption with an elasticity of
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around -.28 which is lower Ih"n Walsh (1980) "nd Madden (1993),
bUI nO! os low as McC,,"hy (1977).' Tha( said, Ihe effect of price
on the proportion of smokers was insignificant in ConniiTe's
models, although he stressed that a larger sample of cL1w. points
may see it become significant. No suppon was found. however,
for the addiction model in the fonn of a bgged dependent variable
with models showing little support for this parameter. Conniffc
(1995, p. 344) argued (hal Ihis did nO! imply (hal Ihere were no
adcliction effects, but that the adjusllnent to price happens in the
short ·run over a maHer of days or weeks rather than years as is
assumed in [he model when using d;Ha lagged by ant:' year.
Conniffe's study did not tty to gi\'e a break down of price
elasticities for those at different points of Ihe income distribution or
in ditTerent socia-economic groups. It is of((:n held that large price
increases are acceptahle, despite their regreSSive nature (i.e. they
will tak~ a greater proportion of the income of the poor than the
rich) because the poor have a higher price elasticity and will thus
stop sl1l.oking, or at least cut down to a greater extent than those
with more income, This is difficult LO test because of data
constrJ.int.'i, bUI has been found in other counLries (c.f. Roemer,
1993) and if tnle in Ireland would have impol1ant policy
implications.
Using Conniffe's results we can eXlrapolate that a 10 per cent
increase in price will eventually reduce tobacco consumption by
around 4 per cent, with around a quarter of Ihis hecause young
people would be ,deterred from hecoming confinned smokers and
existing .'imokers \vould be encouraged [0 SLOp completely. The
remaining 3 per cent would be due to the decreased consumption
of tobacco by existing smol\er~. Extrapolating to the real fall.'i in
tohacco consumption in Irebnd from 1960 to 1990, he argued that
the relatively small size of the elasticities meant that price
increases could nor be primarily responsible ror the fall in
conslImption during the period and that rar more weight should be
~mached to the influence of health education and restrictions on
the advel1ising of IOb'Icco. JUS! as impol1anlly. Conniffe (1994;
1995) also examined the rational addiction model, hut fOllnd very
little support for lhe theory in lht.: Irish comeXl as none of lhe
param~[crs representing [he addiction effects were significant.

2.3
Summary and
Policy
Implications

The lilerature that we have reviewed in this chapter has all
:.tllempred to define a single number thaI sums up th~ tobacco
price/coCl..'iumption rclation:-;hip - the price elasticity. Yet assessing
the differing conclusions in the papers is made more ciifficulL by
[he various asslimplions made and methociologies employed.
\\fhereas Q'Riordan (1969) found a S(fOng relationship belween
price and conslimption that would imply th:1I price was a llseful
E.xpressed :15 :J ~long-run·· elasticity (his is :uounu -.39 which come... very dose to
the :lvt"mgt" of -.4 found in(em~lIion;llly in •• rece!1t 'S.'orld Bank public.llion Uha
and Chaloupka. 199')).
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lever for reducing con~umption. Olhers found much smaller values
leading to the opposite conclusion. I-Io\\'cver, Ialer papers, notably
that of Conniffe (I994) were far more lhorough in examining the
implications of differem methodologies and as such produced
more swble estimales in the region of -.38. \'\?hal \vas cle~Ir \,,'as
that the period after the early 1960s seems 10 produce a differem
relationship with the time trend being negative across the period
and elasticities falling. i.e. price change led to increasingly small
behavioural responses.
Overall. the liter:I1ure points to t\vo main conclusions in tL'nns
of policy implications. first of all. lhe relatively small effeCl of
prin: on consumption means that the faiLs in the levels of
consumplion during the 1980s were significamly driven by other
factors. the most likely heing health promotion. health L'ducation
and lObaceo reslIictions, r.Hher than price. Consumption of lobaceo
per adult fell by 30 per cent between 1969 and 1987, but the real
price rose hy only 6 per cent. The fall in consumplion was most
probably due to lhe trenci ~el in motion by health ecltication and
lObacco restrictions. since to have cngineerec! the 'same decrease
by prio.:· alone would have taken a real pricL' rise- of 80 per cent.
This implies Lh~J( [he~e policies should also be more successful in
future periods. given the large price rises th~lt would be required
[0 produce significam falls in smoking: though as we \yill ~ee in
Chapter 3. this may not bt.' true for all groups. This does not mean
however thal price i~ not a useful means lhrough which to tl)' to
decrease tobacco consumption. Ilur that its dTecls are uniform
across the population. As we will ~ee in Chapter 6 bdow children
arc more price sensitive than ~Idults. as l11ighl people aI the lower
end of the income distribution, though we have no Irish data to
test the laner with. It would. nonetheless be true [hat decreasing
consulllption with price incn:ases alone would rakL' extremely
large in<:relscs in excisl: taxes.
The second eonclu.sion is th:1I the models estimated with Irish
data did nOl support the hypolhesis of rational aclclk1ion. As
explained earlier. a~suming rational addiction has implications for
the policies adopted by govemment and the culpabililY of tobacco
companies. The fact that the theory did not gain any support in
pr~lCtice suggests thar people are fairly "myopic" in [heir smoking
behaviour and will not assess either the long-term risks lO health
or the impact of future price changes.
In the next chapter we expand on the role that edUGliion Illay
play in the consumption of lobacco :'md eX~lmint' its relationship [0
another detenninant of ~ll1oking. Ihal of personal income.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------

3. INCOME,

EDUCATION

AND TOBACCO USAGE

In

the last chapter we examined the Irish liter::nurc on the

relationship between the price of lobacco and its level of
consumption. The conclusion of thar chaplcr was that there did
seem [0 be some rehlliunship, i.e. an increase in the price would
lead to a decline in the consumption of tobacco, but that the
magnitude of the "elasticity" was r.uher small, particularly between
price and the decision to quit. rather than simply lower one's
consumplion. It \vas clear [hal other factors also influence tobacco
consumption and were more likt::ly [0 have been responsible for
the large fall in the number of smokers. particularly lhat herween
the late 19705 and 1980s. Chief candidate among these factors was
the increasing knowledge among the population of the 11('alth
effects of tobacco cultured in part by governmenl health education
campaigns, but al~o the increasing international evidence on the
subject and domestic restrictions on tobacco use, But there was
also another facLOr which had previously been innucntial in
increasing the consumption of tobacco but \\.'hich in more recent
periods has begun to have a rmher cliffe rem rdationship to
tobacco consumption - that of income,
Standard economic theory would predict that ceten:'i pan'bus, if
pcople have more money then the demand for a good will rise.
and this did indeed seem to be the case with tohacco products
umil the late 19505, However, as we will see below, Iiter:uure
suggests that this relation changed in the early 1960s when the
income/consumption reiatioI1--'ihip seemed to hecome inverse, i.e.
the more money someone had the le~s Iikdy they were to smoke.
Figures on the income/consumption relationship tend. huwever. to
he based lipan aggregate level d:lla, i.e, governmcm excise and
tax receipts, so it could be [h3t the inverse relalionship is not due
to those with higher incomes stopping smoking or smoking less,
but rather the historical drop in smoking rates accompanied over
rime by an increa~e in national, per capita income.
BUl, if tohacco consumption and income are linked in some
manner, the question immediately arises of the precise mHure of
the link and the implications [or anti-smoking policies. For
example, if simply increasing a person's income leads to rhem
cutting down or even giving up smoking then we should have
already seen a natllr. .iI fall in smoking from the mid-1990s as rhe
income levels of almosl all groups in society have risen with lhe
10
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cross-scclional swdies, as in (he next section. although some
stronger evi<.iencL" cllK'rges from cross-secLional :ln~llyses I»),
Cnnniffe (1994).

3.2

•

Income and
Consumption
-the CrossSectional
Evidence

3.3
,

Smoking,
Education and
SocioEconomic
Status

Cross-seclional studies use household level in[onn~lIion on
consumption pallenls aL a panicular poinl in time ,II1U relate these
10 level of income. Most Irish studies have used the eso
Household Iludget Survey (HilS) collected 8t different points in
time as their daw source. Though these ::m: not equiv;:llenr to limeseries estimates since they cannot observe the evollllion of the
income/consumption relationship (wer time.
we should
nonethele.ss SL'e a .similar magnitude and direction of effect.
One of the earliest attl'mpts to USe cross-seclional data was
Leser's (1962; 1964) analysis of the HilS· for 1951-52. He estimated
income daslicities fur a number of different commodities including
tohacco in the 1962 repon :lnd found a ,high elasticity of .83 that
\Vas higher eVen than O'Riordarfs in 1969. As with the time-series
estimates however, subsequent papers found-lower values for Lhe
estimatcs Call using HBS data, but for later surveys). Thlls
Pr:ltschke (J969) found an elasticity or .59 and Murphy (1976) .35.
resulL" which support \'Xfalsh's (1980) interpretation, though all
remained positivc.
Connirre 0994. p. 3.37) used data from three separate HilS
surveys (19T~, 1980 and 1987) to examine the income!
consumption reiaLionship and did seem to find some supporting
evidence lh:.Jt tobacco had now become an inferior good with the
elasticity dropping from .35 in 1973 to .23 in 1980 and becoming
significantly negative (-.23) by 1987. If the change occlilTed after
1980 then l!tis is rather later than the elate i'n the early 19605
estimated by \V'alsh (1980), blll would tally with the fund~lmental
decline in sales of tobacco alier 1980.

The

last sectiun showed that the relationship between a
household's le\'el of income and their consumption of tobacco
seemed to change over Lime and particularly after around 1980. It
could be a coincidence that Lhis movement in the income elasticity
occurred at Ihe same time as levCls of consumption of tobacco
\Vere falling sharply and the proportion of !-imokers in the adult
population was continuing the downward (rend (hat began in the
early 19(10s, hlll it could also ,he that the awareness of health issues
around smoking were no\\' having an impact. As Conniffe (1994)
argued, the real increase in the price of tobacco during the period
from the la(~ 1970s to lale 1980.s was nowhere near large enough
to produce this decline, Lhus was health educalion having an
impact on the level of smoking Jnd if so. will thi!-i decline
continue? In this section we examine the literature on the effects of
health cduGllion. but particularly on [he now large differential in
smoking hetween socia-economic groups.

I·i

THE ECONmtlc.') AJ~D MAIOOITING OF TOBACCO IN IRE1-,\t\'I)

Although there had been British publications going back to the
mid-1940s which had shown some relationship hetween smoking
and lung cancer. it was the publication of the rep0l1s by the Royal
College of PhYSicians in 1962 and the, American Surgeon-General
in 1965 that finally produced unequivocal evidence about the
namre of the relationship :md this. along with media coverage, had
a profound effect on the public ml,.'areness of the risks of tobacco.
Because of Ireland's proximity to the UK and close links to [he US,
such information was bound to have an impact ~md as we saw
earlier, Q'Riordan (I969) among others, felt it necessary to include
the dates of slich publications in their models, or use rwo equation
models that analysed the lime series in different sections.
In the Irish context there have been a number of domestic
pieces of legislation on tobacco and the implementation of EU
legisl:Hion such that by the ~arly 19905 there was a strict ban on
television and radio adVertising of tobacco, a requirement for
health warnings on tobacco packaging and a host of other
restrictions on where and when people could smoke. At the same
time there have been a number of health education campaigns by
lhe Health Promolion Unil of the Depanmenl of Heallh and
Children, particularly in the J990s. These include the I'm Qlle Less
campaign of 1993-95 on lelevision. radio and billhoard aimed al
the young, the Say \Fhat YOII Like - Smokillg Kills campaign of
1995 and the Break the Habit for Good campaign from 1998.
Given Ihis increase in the restrictions on tobacco marketing and
growing awareness of lhe herlith risks it \vould seem strJnge if
there \Va::; not some relationship to the proPQrtion smoking and the
amount smoked. l11e main evidence that we have on the
prevalence of smoking in the Irish population come from the
Depallment of Health commissioned surveys from various marker
research companies from 1972 onward and Ihese show a steady
decrease in smoking from 43 per Cent in 1972 to 28 per cent in
1990. After 1990 \ve have to [urn to other sourceS of infonnation,
nOlahly the ~Jiin National Health and Lifestyle Survey carried out in
1998 (Friel, Nic Gabhainn, and Kdleh~r. 1999). This showed a
marginal decrease in the proportion of adulb who were ··regular
smokers·· to just over 26 per cenl suggesting that the decrease that
had been observed during the preceding two decades was now
slc)\'ling markedly.
Allhough rates of smoking have been decreasing for bOlh men
and women, the male rale has been decreasing faster [han that for
women, the laner panially due' to the increasing proponion of
young \"umen smoking. In the SI5n survey mentioned abovc,
young \vomen (::Iged 18-34) were found to have higher rates of
smoking (han yOimg men, historically the group with the highest
["..ttl'S. In Chapter 5 we \vill examine some of the reasons \vh)' this
may be, hut for the moment, we noll' that the slo,"' down in the
rare of decrease may also be due to that fact that the effectiveness
of the health messages used in the healdl campaigns of the last
two decades arc no longer as effective as they were and this may
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have something Lo do \Vilh the rransfonnarion of (he income/
consumption rela[ionship.
HisLOrical data from Market Research Surveys for [he
Department of Heahh (MRI3I and Lansdowne Market Research) for
Ireland for (he period from 1976 LO 1993 are discussed by Conniffe
(1994, p, 4.15)' and show falls in smoking across socia-economic
groups, btu a larger f;]11 in non-manual grollrs (30 per cem)
comp~lred to semi- and unskilled manual grours (24 rer cent).
These ~lre similar patterI!s [0 [hose found in rhe UK (OPCS. 1991)
which show that rates of smoking have been consistently lo\ver
among non-manual groups comr,ireci to manual working cbss
groups. although the rates of smoking among barh groups have
heen steadily falling since the late 19405. In the UK the differential
between class groupings in rates of smoking have been gro,,",·ing
over time with steeper proportionate decreases in smoking among
professionals. employers and managers than among unskilled
manual employees in particular. Among the unskilled manual
\vorking class in the UK, there were relatively shallow falls in the
proportion smoking up to 1984'and very little change since then. If
we look at those in the lowest income quartile in the UK there
have actually been increases in the proportion smoking among
both men and women between 1976 and 1990 (Marsh and McKay,
1994, (1, 24).
Given thal the manual working class ~tre the biggest grouping
both in Britain and Ireland, this differential in smoking cess~Hion or
take-up is the most likely cause of the changing relationship
between inconie and tobacco consul1lption ..:l Though social class is
a far \vider concept than income taking in dimensions such as
skills used in employment, and levels of responsibility and
autonomy in work, the two are very well correlated with
professional and IT!anagerial groupings having considerably higher
average incomes than manual working class groups. Friel el al.
(999) show that r..ltes of smoking among working classes 5 and 6
(skilled and unskilled manual) in Ireland are 48 per cent higher
than among classes 1 and 2 (professional and managerial) among
men and 36 per cem among \vomen.
The question is, why has this differential widened and does this
have irriplications for policies in relation to smoking? Trying to
explain the differential in smoking he('\veen social class groups has
been a major [Qpic of Iitt'r~l[ure in the UK (Fry and Pashardes.
1988; Marsh anci McKay, 1994\ hut is missing com(11elely from the
lileratl1re in Ireland,4 even though expenditure on smoking is
inversely rdated [0 level of income and a major c1r;l\'\' on the

,

- ConniffI;;' 099'1. p .. [ j 8) tested the hypothesis that within :-.ocio-economic groups
income W;IS positively related [0 consumplion and found no relationship. The
negative rcbtionship bdween income and toh:lCCO consumption is,because higher
income groups smoke les!'i .
.j

Though not to ;lny gretl dt!pth. this isslIl: illS been memioned in sevcr:1I papers
by O'llag:m (1997) and O'Neill and Sweetman (1999).
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resources of low income households~. this is a subject we will
rerum to in the next ch~tp[er \vhen we discuss the lirerJtllre on the
costs and benefits of smoking and the effects of tobacco taxation.
It may be that rhe differential is explained purely by knowledge of
the health effecL<; of smoking; certainly evidence from a study in
Ireland in rhe mid-1980s (O'Conner and Daly, 1985, p. 119) did
suggest" that regular smokers give significantly lo\ver estimates of
the risk of developing smoking related diseases than do nonsmokers, although the va.st majority of smokers and non-smokers
were well aware of the risks. This could be because smokers
would tend to be from lower income groups who also tend to
have lo\ver educational levels and thus are less likely to have read
or understand warning literature. But given the high profile and
multimedia nature of much healrh education this would seell1
unlikely ;IS, in the extreme case, even someone unahle to read
would have seen television campaigns throughout the 1990s, If so,
Lhe lower estimate of risk may simply be cognitive dissonance (i.e.
smokers justify :l habit with lower perceived health risks and nonsmokers vice versa) and we would have (0 look to other fac(Ors
thm are correlated ,vith income and class that lead to higher ratcs
of smoking, other factors moreover th~ll would have important
implications for effective health promotion.
Though aclveltising and exposure of smoking may comributc to
maintaining or even in~reasing levels of smoking, if must be true
to say that people tend to smoke because the perceived benefits of
smoking outweigh the costs (setting addiction aside for a moment),
even though the assessment of the latter may be difficull given the
long-term risk.s involvecl. O'Conner and Daly's (985) report. found
that 63 per cent of smokers found t,he habit "pleasurable". 'but
most tellingly, around 80 per cent 9f men and 76 per cent of
women found that smoking helped theril relax and slightly less
stated that it helped them overcome nervousness and
embarrassment. Research (\X'helan, Hannan, and Creighton, 1991 i
Whelan, 1994) has shown that lower income groups and Lhose in
income poverty are far more likely to experience psychological
stress, mostly because their life circumstances lead them into
experiencing chronic insecurity and little control over life. This
may lead LO an increased desire to, smoke if smoking gives some
relief from stress. This may be because of lhe psycho-chemical
effects of nicotine (though evidence is' not clear on this point), but
could ~Ilso be due to the more psychological benefit of taking time
and space for a persof!ai pleaslire. l111IS the high rates of smoking
~n)ong this group may suggest that smoking acts as an aid to
relieving stress, even [hough the people are well aware of the risks
involved,
On the other hand, there is evidence that lower socio-economic
groups are less future orientated and fatalistic. again as a response
to their life circumstances over which they have lillie control, :tnd
this may lead to a discollming of health pr~ml0tion information
which appeals to future outcomes that may be years or even
decades a\vay.

"
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If eitht:'r of thes-e hypotheses is true tbis has iinplications for
health promotion which at presem relies largely on identifying the
Ilt'!gativt.' consequences of smoking and the health benefils of
quitting (Kelleher and Sixsmith, 2000). but does not try to
specifically target those in lower socia-economic positions. A case
could also he made that a policy which improved the standard of
living of individuals in lower socia-economic groups may actually
be more successful in helping people quit smoking, or decrease
their consumption of tobacco, 111 is area, which involves an
interface between health promotion, social inclusion research and
economics is under-researched and in need of a[tention.
particularly in the light of the slowing decrease in the proportion
of regular smokers in the population.

"
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3.4
Summary and
Conclusions

In

this chapter we have- reviewed the literature on the
rebtionship berween income and tile consumption of lObacco.
St;mdarcl economics would hold thar if the cosi of a commodity
falls or incomes rise. consumers should either buy more or select a
higher qualitY variety and this has implications for the extem of
smoking. particularly during a period of rapid increases in incomes
as \ve have seen over the bst seven or eight years in the Republic
of Ireland. Yet, if \ve eX~lInine-the consumption of tobacco and the
proportion of smokers in rhe population what we actually find is
[hat both have been dropping, IXlrticularly since the late 1970s.
!vloreover. the relationship between income and tobacco
consumption seems to have re\iersec1 with individual income level
now being negatively related to smoking. Having reviewed the
Iirerature on the income/consumption relationship going IXICk over
the last forty 'years or so, this chapter sought to investigare what
may have been happening [0 alter this relationship.
As_in ,the bst duprer on price ebsticities. it is difficult to distil a
coherent set of conclusions from the lilerawre on income
elasticities given the r,mge of merhodologies employed Jnd
assumptions made. The results differ widely in rerms of the size
and even direction of the effect. blll \vhat seems likely is thar at
some point after 19.60, the income ehlsticity became negative. or
fell to zero. Cross-sectional (bta, particularly the multiple year
estimations used by Conniffe (994) add evidence that the
rehHionship did indeed tum negative and that higher incomes
were associated with a !o\ver propensity to smoke and a lo\ver
consumption of tolXlCCO if a smoker.
This is an important development since it marks a ch3ngl' in
the market for tobacco and thar has been on a sready downw~lrd
trend since the early 1960s. This change may have come about via
the saturation of the market for lobacco and the move of tobacco
to being an "inferior good·', but it may ~llso have heen due to the
impact of increasing health educarion campaigns, reports on Ihe ill
effects of smoking and the restrictions on advcnising.
However, as thi.s chapter also sho\\'ed, lhere are clear class
differentials in smoking thal suggest that mher factors 111~!y he at
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play to limit smoking cessation among \\lorking class groups in
particular. What UK and some Irish research would suggest is thal
there are stnlCtural socia-economic conditions such as income,
deprivation and unemploymem \vhich give people an incemive to
keep smoking as a \Va y of relieving the stress produced by the
situations they are in. If so, this has important implications for
health promotion \vhich has individual behavioural change as its
aim at present, rather than a more far reaching agenda of changing
the socia-economic conditions which breed the habit. The
differential in smoking rates between socia-economic groups also
has implications for laxation policy on tobacco since if the
price/consumption elasticity among lower socia-economic groups
is not higher than the population aver:lge discussed earlier in this
report, increases in taxation on robacco could be highly regressive
since these groups spend a greater proportion of their income on
tobacco.;; Research outside Ireland has suggested that elasticities
among these groups are higher, but we have no Irish data to
corroborate this. We return to this subject again in the next chapter
when we examine the literJ.ture on the costs and benefits of
tobacco, particularly in relation to taxation policy and then :lgain
in Chapter 7 \vhen we will examine evidence from the Living in
Ireland Panel Survey (998) on the reI:lIionship of income ane!
social class [0 smoking.

;; TIlOugh r('cent MRBI re,.<;earch for Ihe Office of Tobacco Control (proceeding!'>
from the conference - Legisbtin~ for ~ Tobacco Free Society. Dublin Castle 31~
ruJ
October - 2 Nm·embcr 2001) !'>howcd th~ll II) per cenl of ~mokL'rs would like fO
Stt :m immediate doubling of the COSI of :J. packet of cigarettes. Re~earch by
Gruber and Mullainathan (2002) has also shown Ihal .smokers may be ~h;lppier"
afler increases in cig:lrent' taxes.

4. Cosr/BENEFIT ANALySES
OF TOBACCO USAGE

In

the bst ~vo chapters we have examined the economic~ of
tohacco from rhe viewpoint of the individual and the decision lO
smoke as it was arrc.;cled by price, income and a range of other
f~ICLors slich as heahh education. and socia-economic position. Tht:
implicit approach that we have taken so far has been to assess the
costs and benefiL., to the individual of smoking. i.e. the extenl LO
which the pleasure of smoking (and need to feed an addiction) is
balanced by the din:ct costs of the tobacco. sllloking restrictions
and rhe indiCt.:c! costs of long-term harn1. from an cconomis(s
point of view, this cosl/benc.:fir analysis is all that concerns
individual smokers. An intii\'iciual smoker (in economic them)'.)
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does nor worry about the cost of their smoking for otber!:i who
have to share the same airspace. nor the aggregate implications of
h"ving " \"rge number of people suffering from smoking~rel'lled
illnesses and thus using the resources of an alre<Jdy stretched
puhlic health care system. 111cse are social costs in the sense thal
thl:Y are concerns for public policy but do not necessarily affect
the individual smoker. Here we examine the literature in the Irish
context on the costs and benefits of smoking from a m3croeconomic perspective. particularly as they relate to the costs of
smoking for productivity and heahh care services and benefil.~'; in
tenns of reVenue from t~lxation of tobacco products.
Given [he importance of the question of [he costs and henefits
of smoking to the Irish economy and state it is rem~lrkable how
little has been wrillen and published on the subject in the Irish
contexl. Nonetheless. \\"e will review what is available and attempt
to draw some: conclusions from this as to the implications for
policy. Luckily the major piece of work in this area is by Conniffe
099/1) which, as we saw in the last twu chapters is a rather
comprehensi\'e and high quality piece of work_
Although there is no doubl now th~)[ smoking has a negative
effect on health, the argument as to whelher tubacco consumption
and the tobacco industry have a negative effect, in lenllS of rhe
overall COSL" it places on Irish S(x.:iCIY, is a great deal more
complicate.d. Cost benefit ~lnalysis attempts to idemify all the costs
and bcnefiL<.; associ:Hed with an aClivity, qU~lI1rify them in a
compatible manner and compare the total costs with the total
benefits. \\'ilal can legitinialely be added into the equ;:ltion and
how these can be quantified are. however, difficult questions.
19
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Differences in the types of costs and benefits added can have a
huge imp~lct on the balance of values and it is difficult not to be
seen as "cooking [he books" in the ~Issumptions made aholll [he
elements included and the olllcomc envisaged (Le. complete
cessation compared to a 10 per cem reduction).
The benefits side of the equation is easier to estilll:He since it is
made up of three items. the henefit to the exchequer of excise on
tobacco sales. VAT on the expenditure on tobacco and the
employment and income gener.ncd by the industry itself. The
second of those benefits is, however. rather difficult to estimate
since it assumes that the VAT harvested from expendilure on
tobacco would not be gleaned from sales on some other
commodity if it were not used to buy tobacco. On the other hand,
the costs sick- is rather more difficuh to estimate. One obviolls area
for inclusion are the health care costs of smoking in lreland. but
should \Ve also attempt [Q put a monetary value on the suffering
and pain caused to smokers themselves and their families?
Similarly, should we also Iry to cstimme the possible loss to
productivity of days lost to smoking-related illnc:sses and the costs
of "accidents" such as domestic fires caused by unattended
cigareues?
Conniffe (994) argues and shows convincingly that a narrow
approach of assessing the balance between health care costs and
tax revenues plus employment creation is a more defensible
option given the minefield associated with the inclusion of the
contingent analysis of pain and suffering and the lost value of
industrial outpUl. bUI as we will describe below he shows that this
approach docs lead 10 particular conclusions thar lean in the
direclion of an overJ.1I benefit. A review of these issues by Nelson
(1986) on the other hand. took the wider approach and included
costs (0 industry of lost productivity, the lost income of smokers as
well as health care costs. bur also excluded tax revenues from the
benefit side. This, as one would expect, found the opposite of
Conniffe (1994). In the next two seclions \VC outline rhe \vay in
which the costs and benefits of smoking h~lve heen assessed in rhe
literature before coming to some overall conclusions.

4.1
The Costs of
Smoking

The chief cost of smoking identified in the literature is of course
health care givt:n the established connection between tobacco lise
and a number of negative health outcomes. To attach <I monetary
COSE to the value or trearing the effects of smoking in the
popUlation We have to perfonn two IX1Sic opera lions: first we need
to estimate the propOJ1ion of all hospiwl admissions and GP
consultations that are due (0 smoking and [hen second, we need
to :I11ach some cost to these services. The first step required is by
no means simple since. as Conniffe (1994, p. 6.1) argues, smoking
is nOE a C:lllSe [hal is Iis[ccl on death ccrtificates or hospital
inpatient records, but insread reqUires a complicated medical and
aCluari<l1 judgement as to the extent to which a cenain condition is
caused by smoking. Only once this probability can be derived Gill
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you then deri\'t! some proponion from the death and inpatient
records and move onto the next step.
Conniffe (1994) used '\vork from the UK by Johnson el ttl.
(991) and Godfrey el al. (993) 10 caiculale Ihese proportions and
moved to the second step_ clc.:.:riving rhe costs of heahh care costs
and then applying these proponions to the towl COSLS of health
care services. The second step was complicated by the fact that the
Irish health care system has a significant private componem that is
also subsidised by the State in the fonn of services and facilities
and rhrough (ax relief 011 health inSlIr.1IlCC. Conniffe (1994) used
evidence of the size of this private component from Tussing (1985)
and Nolan (1991) 10 estim~ile that the cost of smoking La Irish
public expendirure was between 11U·34 million and IlU48 million
in 1988.
Now it could be argued that this sum goes no \va)' toward
describing the true cost of smoking which is paid in the fonn of
the suffering and distress of hoth smokers themselves, their
relatives and, it is increasingly argued, passive smokers. Ho\vever,
calculating a value for this suffering is vCI1' difficuh since it
requires us (0 give it a monetary \·alue. Conniffe (1994, p. 5.4)
disc~l.sses the difficulty of doing [his, even if We ~Iccept the use of
health and life insurance as proxies of expendilllres to cover the
cosL-; of the health outcomes. The main problem apart from lhe
problem of separating subsidisation from the state is that insurance
is generally held by those in upper income groups whereas
smoking is· increasingly the preserve of lov.:er class groups.
One area that would incre;ase rhe cOSts associated with smoking
if included is that of lost productivity to industry. As with the
estimates of the costs of smoking to health care this is contingent
on being able to estimate the propoI1ion of days lost [0 industry
for which smoking is responsibk, which as \vith health care
esrim:lles is not an easy task. Conniffe (994) raking a critical
stance using Hughes (19H2; 1988), shows thm ahsenleeism was
increasing rapidly throughoUl the 1970s just as smoking \\'as
decreasing which docs not suggest much of a relationship. He also
argues, again using Hughes (1988), that economic variables. rather
th . m lifestyle factors, Seem to be the chief determinants of
absenteeism. BCGlUSe 01" (his, Conniffe argues that llsing e:-;timates
of lost productivity is a highly dubious exercise since even using
the lower :lver:lge industrial wage, the value of such lost days (5.5
per cent of GDP at its peak in 1978) would cI\varf expenditure on
health.

.,
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4.2
The Benefits
of Smoking

The primary benefit idemified by ConniffI...' C1994, p. 6.7) is the
excise raised by LObaceo sales. This has flucUJated \,,"iIh
consumplion and levels of excise. bur has basically increased since
the mid-1980s, despite falling tobacco sales and amounted [0
almos[ 4 per cem of total receipts, or £312 rriillion in 1988 (so that
we C'1I1 compare to the estimate of health carc COSIS). This is a
large amount of revenue, even.rhough it does not include VAT and
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has helel up since the 1980s. mostly because increases in excise
uuring {he period in combin~Hion with lo'!,;\' price cI~srici[y on the
pan of smokers has offset rhe decreases in the overall number- of
regular smokers.
Tobacco may also have a benefit in terms of the employment
that it generates both directly and through linked activities sLlch as
retailing (and thus also the income (aX generated on this
employment and Ihe company profits fa government). Conniffe
(1994, p. 6.5) sho\vs that the numbers employed in rhe fabacco
industry fell by 116 per Ct'nt between 1975 and 1992 to around
1.300 jobs and argues that retailing and linked jobs probably
accollnted for around another 3,100 jobs in 1992. ahhough he
admits that his eSlimat<::s are r.uher conserv~ltive. How<::\'er. the fall
in the numbers employed in [he tohacco industry are not
necessarily due to the fall in the demand for ,tobacco since there
have been large changes in productivity in the industl)' due to
technological change. Moreover. Conniffe 0994. p. 6.4) ~lrgues thaI
an o\'er.lIl decrease in expenditure on tob~lcco Illay nO[ necessarily
lead to a decrease in employment if this expendiwre is divened
into demand for other goods and services.
Finally. tobacco may also contribLHe (0 the national economy
lhrough the positive innuence on the balance of payments made
by tobac~o expons. Conniffe (1994, p. 6.9) shows lhat in fact. in
almost all lhe years between 1975 and 1992. Lilt' value of impons
to the tobacco industry were grC<ller than the value of exports
showing that it had a negative effect on the balance of payments.
I n more receJ1l pericxJs the growth of mher areas in the economy
has decreased the impon:lnce of the [Obacco industry and has
lesseneci tile impact of any trade deficit nationally.

4.3
TheOveraU
Costs and
Benefits

So far in this ch:lpter we have examined the IiteralUre that seeks
to balance the COSIS and benefils of tohacco and have tried [0 usc
Ihis to identify the different components and give these some
valu:uion. Howc\'er. it has become nuher clear that the decision
about wlwt is included in the Gilculus h:'IS a large bearing on the
answer :ind the analyst has ample space to create their desired
OUICOl11e if they chose the appropriate componen~.
II is cl~ar that if \"'e rake.: a narrow ';exchequer based" analysis
of Ihe costs and henefiL'" of tobacco rather than the wider, though
more tendemious approach of inciliding pain. suffering and lost
productivity then Ihe OLHcome is in the favour of continued
IOhacco saiL'S. Excise receipts from tobacco arc far larger than [he
estimates of the costs of smoking to health care ser.'ices and these
are adckcl to by the value of employme.nr generared by the
industry :lI1d the VAT re~eiplS. though (he laner two are of less
importance. \X'e could redres.... this balance easily if we counted in
the costs to industry of lost production due 10 smoking reb ted
illness (as done by Nelson. 1986), but this component has
manifold prohlems in valualion as discussed earlier in rekuion to
the work of Conniffc (I 994). Such a sI3rk economic outcome does
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not seem to do justice (0 the costs which must smoker,:; themselves
would admit the habit creales, hut unless SOllle \....ay of including
the distress and suffering which individuals and families
experience could be found, this cannol be entered into the

.)
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equation .

However, Conniffe (1994) conteo(L" tl}at an argulllent about the
rresem babnce of costs and henefits should nO[ really he our
foclis. Instead we should admit that evidence sho\\'s thaI smoking
is injuriolls to health. take the dil11in~ltion or reduction of smoking
as the desired outcome and asseSS Ihe economic consequences of
this. A sensible option as llsed in ConniITe (994) is to pursue the
largets of the 1994 Heahh SIr.negy Sbaping {/ Healthier Future and
assess the impact of reducing the proponion or regubr ~Illokers to
20 per cent (the aim wa.s to do this by the ye.ir :WOO but has not
heen altained according [0 current figures).
If we follow this scenario, [he 30 per cent drop in the numher
of smokers would resulL in a f~J1 in the revenues from excise tu
guvernment, but the extent of the decrease \vollld vcry much
depend 6n the extent to which excise and tax increases are used
10 decrease smoking and prop up revenues. Chapters 2 and 3 of
this revit.:w showed from the work of Conniffe (1995) that price
elasticity among smokers in Ireland was :Irouncl -.28 in terms of
consumption, bUl only -.1 for complete ces..... ation. Given this price
elasticity, a fall of 30 per cem in the proportion of smokers would
reqUire an HO per cenl incn:~lse in the real price. which implies a
[:IX
increase
of ~I
higher magnilllcie (Conniffe
199 l l.
p. 7.4). To keep revenue constant as the percem:lgL' of smokers
fell would require greater levels of tax on the remaining CUSlOmers
and it may not he possible lO stabilise re\'enues over th~ long rUIl.
The lag in the effects uf smoking impacting on health outcomeS
means that [he narrow exchequer a·,)proach to the costs and
benefits of smoking would h:an in the direction of cosl:-; rather
than benefits in the shan run as n:venues fell. but health costs
remained almost constant. However, in the medium 10 long nm
the savings made on health care would balance ~md perhaps
exceed the revenllt,:s from toh:H.:CO sales lost by increaSing taxes
and decreasing consumption.
falls in expenditurl..! on tobacco would, as discllssed earlier,
have implications for employment in the induslry and thus income
to governmeI1l in the form of income tax. However, Conniffe
(199 11. p. 6.15) argues that the redirection of expenditure away
from tohacco could actually increase employment in other sectors
and actually increase net employmem overall. He cSlimatcs that as
m:my as 9.000 new jobs could be created in other areas. which nt;'t
of [he loss of '1,400 in tobacco would leave 4,600 more johs.
However this depends also on whether taxes on Olher
cOlllmodities are incre:i~ed (0 offset tilt;' f~"1 in tobacco n.::'\'L'nues
since lhese \vould decrease employment eLsewhere.
Both these outcomes would be good news for anti-smoking
interests. hut it is worth abo emphasising Ihat such incI'I. :ases in
taxation ~lI1d price could have Olht.:r conseqll~n(e~ that may not he
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desirable. The sons of increases in (axarion that Wt! have just
hypothesised would be very regressive as the highest income
group has the lo\vest expenditure on tobacco. This would mC:ln
that those g~oups that (auld least afford the increases in coslo.;
would spend a greater proponion of their income on tobacco,
assuming thai their consumption stayed the same. This point has
been made by both ConnilTe (\994) and O'Hagan (1997) and
should be a serious consideration in polk)' discussions. The extent
of the problt:m would depend upon the price elasticity of those on
lower incomes. Some research olltside of the Irish context has
argued that poorer smokers have higher price elasticities (i.e. they
would respond more to price increases) (Roemer, 1993;
Townsend, 1%7) and if true this may offset some of the dfect, but
there is.no information in the Irish context with which to evaluate
the question. Given the argument made in the laSt ch~lpter about
rhe possible reasons for smoking among this group howe\'cr, it is
prob3bly sensible to be a little sceptical about price/consumption
relationships among this group.
As wdl as the regressive nature of such taxes, increases of this
magnitude \vould also make Ihe level of t:.lxation and price in
Ireland far higher than in other EU countries and thus increase the
incentive for smuggling_ This could have a counter productive
effect for ant.i-smoking policy since smuggled cigarettes may nOI
carry the health warnings obligatory in Irdand. Ahhough the full
extent of tobacco smuggling is not known. it is cle~lf that wi thoU[
border controls, large increases in price \vould make smuggling an
attractive proposition if roues in olher EU countries Were n01 f'Jised
at the same time. Some evidence lar this can be dra\\,'n from ;1
slUdy by Fitz Gerald el al. (1988) which examined cross~border
shopping habits for alcoholiC spirits between the Republic of
Ireland ancl Northern Ircbnd, In the early 19805, excise rates and
exchange rates combined to make alcohol vel)' much cheaper in
Nonhern Ireland than in Ihe Somh ~lI1d the result was an apparent
fall in sales in the SOllth and a rise in exports. In fact these expons
Were either purchased legally by residen!s from the Republic on
trips [0 the North or smuggled back, this flow accounting for
almost one~quaJ1er of all spirits consumed in-the Republic.

4.4
Summary and
Conclusions

Whereas _in Chapters 2 aDd 3 of Lhis review we have examined
the economic Iitef"Jture that analyses an individual's decision to
smoke and the effects of factors such as price. income and
education, here we have looked LO [he literature on [he overall
costs and benefits to thc= COLIntry :Ind economy as a whole. "111e
first and most imponant poim to make. as in other chapters, is that
there is very little iilenIlure on this subject in the lri~h context,
although what little literature there is tends to be of a high quality.
Conniffe's (1994) report for the Department of Health took both a
broad and narrow view of both costs and benefits and found Stich
analyses highly sensitive to the dimensions included in the
analysis.
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On the cost side iI is clear that health care cost'; should he
included and aside from various problems around the atlribUlion of
disease and the role of private health care it is possible to come lip
\vith a figure for lhe tOEa I costs of smoking. Similarly, on the
benefits side of rhe equation. the rt:vcnues raised from excise on
tohacco are a major source of funding for the government and are
easily quantifiable using published Slatistics. If we add in some
more complex, hut essentially Slable figures on t:mployment
cn.:ated by the industry we can perfonn a narrov..' exchequer
focllsed cost/benefit analysis which \vill lean heavily in the
direction of the benefits of tobacco since revenues r.lised are far in
excess of any possible health care costs. However. other
researchers such as Nelson (1986) have argued thal the cost of lost
productivity to industry from the heahh effects of smoking should
also be factored in since these could be substantial. This is true,
but quantifying such effects is extremely difficult and inclusion
does make lhe anti-smoking case look suspicious.
In the last pan of the chapter we tried to place the cost/benefit
analysis in a more useful context by hypothesising a one-third
decrease in the prevalence of smoking and examining wh:1I effects
this \vould have on the balance of costs ancl benefits. The first
conclusion \ve elrew was that to achieve such a redu(tion by price
change alone would take increases in excise tax above 80 per cent
given the relatively low level of price elasticity, but that if carried
through. stl(h a change would hring down the level of revenues to
goven1ll1ent severely. Such a scenario would in time make [he
economic case for tobacco less alluring. but could have serious
implications for less well-ofr smokers who (auld not quit and for
cross-border smuggling.

5. THE ADVERTISING AND
MARKETING OF TOBACCO
PRODUCTS

The central question in this area of liref"alUre is the extent [0
which smoking behaviour is influenced hy advertising, or Olher
fomls of marketing slIch ~IS sponsorship of high profile ~ven[s.

packaging and producl placement. The inLcmarionai debate on this
issue is highly comcnriolls and is one in which bmh sides critique

the scientific validity of each other's studies. AdjudiGning between
the opposing views on rhb topic is made more ciifficuir by rhe fact

that research in this area ofren emanates from agencies or
individuals with particular \'iews on the topic e,g. health
organisations, anti-smoking agenCies, free-market ami-rcgui<uion
think-tanks. and robacco manuEicturers.
l11t' eXtent of Irish literature on this ropic is limiled, therefore
some reference will he made to the international IileraLUre in
selling oul the import:mt themes. Puhlications on aclvcrlising and
marketing rohacco in lhe UK arc considered pCl1inent to this
report because the same products are on sale in the Irish market
and Irish consumers are likely to be exposed to the same
advertising campaigns in British publicltions and watching British
sporting events.
Bt:fore outlining the Iiter.llure on the link bet\"vcen
advertiSing/marketing on tobacco consumption. we briefly
describe lhe current market for lobacco products in Ireland and the
regulalOry framework in which it exists.

5.1
The Irish
Tobacco
Market

A.

oUllined in the imroducLion [0 this repon. Irish consumers
spem approximately €1,869 million on (ohacco products in 2000.
Expenditure on cigarette i.ldvertising in Irdand was estimated to be
around f8,89 million in 1995 CHmwgelllelll, 1995), Gi"en II""
incrcast:s in this cxpendiwrc :ue restricted to the Jevd of inl1ation
(hUl reduced overall by 5 per cent in 1998 and again in 1999), Ihe
currem spend would 3mouO! to about €9.12 million.
Three companies domin:lle the Irish tobacco market: Galbher
Group. John Player and Son and PJ Carroll & Co. Tl'll: retail sector
traJe magaZine Checkout Ireland (30/4/2000) reports the following
market shares: GalJ~lhL'r 50 per cem sh~lre; Players 30 per cent
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share; Carroll's 25 Ix'r c~nl rilarket share. However, Ihis totals more
than 100 per cem (lOS per cenl) and suggests that rhe figures
should be rreared with caution. It is n:ported [hat John Player is
the mosr popular brand in Ireland (18 per cent market share). and
Carroll's No. 1 is [he fourth largesl selling brand (8 per cem)
(RelClil Magazil1e, 30/11199),

The cigarette market appears to be subdivided into a number of
different sectors - low tJr, extra long (lOps. superkings erc.) and
lo\v price or "vallie" brands. These sectors ~Ire nO[ necess~lrily
mlilually exclusive, for eX3mpic there ;.lre low tar 100ml cigarettes
on the marker. Addilion~i1ly. "roll-your-()wn"' tohacco appearl-i to be
treated as a separ.He sector! which suggesl"; that there is linle
CfOSSO\'er hetween these and ready-rolled cigarertes. The dominant
companies in this seClor are GalhJgher. John Player and TDL
(Retail Magazille, 1999),

5.2
Restrictions
on Tobacco
Advertising
and Marketing
in Ireland

Over the last three decades cumulative reslrictions have been
placed on the advertising and marketing of tobacco produclS in
Ire,"nd:
•
Television acivel1ising was ended by \'oluntary agreemem in
1971.
•
Hadio :Idvertising ended by voluntary agreement in 1976.
•
Cinema advertising ended by voluntary agreement in 1978.
•
Poster Acivenising ended by legislation in 1980.
•
Bus advertising ended by legislation in 1980.
Shop from advertising ended hy legislarion in 1987.
•
Press advertising ended by legisiati()11 in 2000.
•
Corporate sponsorship ended by legislation in 2000.
•
Greater restrictions placed on the c1ispby and marketing of
lolx.lCco·including,the prohibition of use of words such as ""low
lar", "Iighl" and "mild" by the Public Heallh (Tobacco) ACl
2001.
Since 1986 advertising spending hy (Obacco companies has
been capped at the 1985 expendirure levels (with an adjustment
for annual inflalion), 11,e 1991 ACl' additionally: capped
sponsorship expenditure al 1990 levels: limited [he advenising
associated with sponsorship events; restricted the content of press
advertisements: specified the health warnings to be included on
Cigarette packaging: required the inclusion of tar and nicotine
conlenls un packages: and prohibited the use of coupons, gifts,
price discounts and sales promotion on tobacco 'products.

,

Toh:lCCO produclS (Control of Adn~n;:-;ing. Sron~orship and S:lks Promotion)

Rcgul:uions, 1991.
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5.3
Advertising
and Tobacco
Consumption

international literature on the relationship bet\veen
advcnising and tobacco lise is divided and often polemic (e.g.
High, 1999). One of the difficulties ill measuring the impact of
advertising on tohacco has been isolating [he effect of advertising
and sponsorship from other factors sllch as price changes, social
<lttimdes, and health promO[ion. In many studies complete
infonnation is unavailable. Furthennore, establishing the role of
advertising in the take-up of smoking is difficult since the decisionrnaking process is multi-factorial and (he linking mechanisms can
be complex.
Tobacco manufacturers continue (0 claim [hm ther are not
trying to attl.1ct new smokers with their advenising and marketing
campaigns. For example, the Tobacco Manufacturers Association
wehsite claims they advertise to reinforce brJ.nd values of existing
customers, and to encourage existing smokers to switch brands or
try new brJ.nds and not to increase overall consumption
(\\'\\'w.the-tma.or~.uk)' 'I11ey argue that one-third of smokers
s\virch brands each year. and a 1 per cem increase in brand share
would justify the industry's multi-million pound advertising spend.
111is daim about the extent of brand switching is repeated in other
publications th,t oppose advcnising restrictions (High. 1999) but
the source of rhis infonnation is nO[ stated. Given the centrality of
this :Irgumem for continu:uion of tobacco advertising there is very
little auempt to quamify the extent of brand S\Vilching associ~Hed
\"'itll advertising campaigns,
The view that advenising does not encour.tge additional
consumption is contested by a considerJ.ble volume of research
(see Jha ami Chaloupka. 1999: Saffer and Chaloupka 1999; Smec
1992 for international reviews).
The argument that ~Idvenising docs not increase take-up and
consumption is also at odd" with the views of the advertisers that
tobacco companies use to promote their product. In a review of
documents obtained from the advertising agencies who had major
contracts with the tobacco industry in the UK (Hastings and
MacFadyen. 2000) advertisers refer to attracting new entrants and
retaining potential quitters for example asking "is there a
positioning that we can adopt that makes [he brand more attractive
to entrdms?'" (2000. p. 8).
There is remarkably little research into the role of tobacco
advertising and tobacco consumption in Ireland. especially in light
of the frequent policy interventions in this area. None of the
econometric studies of tobacco consumption in Ireland include a
tenn for advenising. O'Riordan (969) notes that infonnation on
the volume of advenising is desirable but was un~l\'ailable, but
concluded thm his conclusions \Vere not seriously impaired by this
omission. \X'alsh (1975) does not include any advertising measure
in his consumption model but due to the stability of the demand
curve between 1961 and 1976. and despite the introduction of a
ban on n' ::ldvertising in J 971, he concludes that "there is no
e\'idence that the banning of television advertising in Ireland had a
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significant effect on demand", Conniffe (1995) highlights the
difficulry of measuring shocks [0 consUlnption such as the
regulation of tobacco promotion, because of the number of such
shocks and because Irish consuml.'f"S viev,,' British TV and read
British publications and so any such model would also have to
take account of changes in the UK. He suggests that the downward
trend in the proportion of the popUlation smoking over Lime
controlling for price effects suggests that Stale intervention in the
lOIJacco market has had subst3miai effects. Ho\vevcr. further
empirical research which includes data on advertising expenditure
(and on individuals' exposure to advl.'rtising) are necessary to
estahlish the impact of advel1ising on tobacco consumption in
Ireland, and to separate this effect from Olher changes e.g. in
social auitudes and he~llrh education.
Ireland is. however, included in some of the studies that model
consumption in countries \\"ith and without advertising bans. For
example. Ireland is one uf the 22 countries included in Saffer and
Chaloupka's study." The study found that comprehensive
advertising bans can reduce consumption but thai limited bans
have little or no effect. because advertisers \vill switch to nonbanned mediums and because imroducing new br..mds (and
expanding markets through brand proliferation) is still possible,

5.4
Packaging

The packaging of cigarertes is seen by the indu,Stry as an
important clemem of their marketing SlrJtegy and one that is likely
to become even more important with the restriction of press
advertisements. Ad\'enising agencies have noted the potential of
the cellophane wrapper:
ImjJerial bas the macbille tecbnology 10 pri11l bigb quality
images ill tbe cellopb{l11e wraps bllt to date the tecbllology
has been lIllder-utilised. \f/e {i.'lIJll to look at making tbe
cun·elll Land B /lLlmlJel1 and Bllt/eli campaign wurk
using the pack ollter as our advel1ising ...... .it l{'iII
becume lle,y important qfter tbe ad /;011. (Quoted in
Haslings and MacFaydcn, 2000, p, 11),
This technique has also been utilised in the Irish cigarette
market He/ail Magazille (30/11199) reports that 1',,1, Carrolis hove
been using "splat-packaging" to promote their cigarettes, which
"allows for priming a design on Ihe outer cellophane of the pack",
The colours u.sed in p~lckaging are also used as a me~lI1s of
prolllOling certain images ~lbout the producl. For example white is
lIsed to signal the 10v.' tar category, the implication being that "the
whiter the pack, the healthier they are". \V'hile gold and purple
\Vere seen to signify "quality and distinctiveness" (Hastings and
MacFadyen, 2000, p, 35: see also K:llIfman and Nichter, 2001),
Since 1972 tohacco manufacturers in Ireland have been obliged
to place health \.... amings on the packaging. Thl' from of the packet
Ird:.md is recorded as h.:wing fuur of seven po,..;,.;ihlc h:m.s in 1992.
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mus! contain Ihe \varning '''Smoking Seriously Damages Health".
The hack of Ihe pack must use five of {he following eiglu \vamings

in rota Lion (the firsl [\'\'0 are mandmof)'):
• Smoking causes cancer.
• Smoking causes heart dise:lse.
• Smokers die younger.
•
Smoking kills.
Smoking \\.'hen pregnant harms your baby.
• Stopping smoking n:duces the risk of serious disease.
Don't smoke if you want lO slay healthy.
•
• Smoking causes fatal diseases.
The EU has passed a directive 10 increase the size of \varnings
on cigare[(e packaging. bur there is little research on the
effectiveness of stich a measure. Jha anei Chaloupka (1999) cite
one Polish smdy, which reported that 3 per cent of male smokers
said they quit as a result of the incre~lsed size of warnings. There is
abo some evidence that claims on packaging 'iow tar" and iow
nicotine" cigareltes can lead [0 misconceptions about lhe
healthiness of such products.

5.5
Ten Packs

5.6
Sponsorship

The selling of cigarettes in a different size pack is another
eiemen! of the markeLing stJ.llcgy. Ten packs are the preferred
choice of young smokers and selling cigareHes in packs of len h:15
been identified by advertisers as an important \vay of an~cring
new entrant or experimenters (Hastings and MacFadyen, 2000).
Proposals 10 prohibil rhe sale.s of len packs in Ireland has been
opposed by Ihe Irish Retail Newsagents' Association. 'I11Cy argue
that young people will simply club together to buy the larger pack.
and that i[ will mosl adversely affect lhose on limited incomes.
They further suggesled that those who previously limited
themselves to J 0 cigarettes a day will he tempted 10 smoke more
(reponeel in the lrisb E,wlljlle,: 11/8/00).

The World Health Organisation repon (2000) on Womell alld 'be
Tohacco Epidemic notes that tobacco industry sponsorship buys
visibiliry. credibililY. approval and may neulraiise opposilion. The
most well-known and frequently documemed case of lobacco
sponsorship is the M~llboro associalion with Fonnula I Grand Prix.
which has received an exemption from [he EU ban until 2006.
Until recently a number of major Irish sporting cvenlS have been
sponsored by the tobacco industry, whlch reached large Irish
audiences (lrisb Times, 27/9/00). Tobacco sponsorship is no\\.'
banneci in Ireland. bw .sponsorship of major internmional events
such as the Grand Prix are outside the jurisdiclion of lhe Irish
government, even though such events altracl a significant Irish
audience.
The broacicasling of such events has caused controvcrsy
between RTE and thc Heahh Minister. The lvlinisler suggested thai
emerging It.'chnolohT)' could bien out and replace the ad\'enising
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message. ho\vever HTE responded that this technology \\'as only
available to the host broadcaster and suggested cOllntering the ads
\vith ami-smoking advertisements during the commercial breaks
(Sunciay Inciepelldel1l, 2000). However, RTE has responded [0
compl::Jims by ASH Ireland over the use ~md prominence of
tobacco products/br..tnding in HTE promotions in [he run lip to
Formula 1 races, by banning the lise of foarage cOnlaining signs
for tobacco products or brands UrL'ib Ilidepentie1lf. 1110/01).
To-date [here has been no Irish research lhat rests the
relationship between sponsorship and tohacco consumption. nor
on the audience composition for these events in Ireland.

5.7
Young People
and
Advertising

There is a concern [har young people are more susceptible [0
adVertising because of greater social insecurity and image
consciousness. paT1icularir among teenage girls. Hesearch among
young Irish adults aged 15-30 years (O'Connor. Friel and Kelleher.
1997) found that fashion-consciolls women were more Iikelr to
smoke, while fashion-conscious young men were less likely to
smoke than other young men. The study does not investigate
wherhcr this link for young women is promoted by advertising or
some other mechanism, :tlthough the ~lUthors note that "tobacco
advenising is increasingly aimed at young \yomen'" (ibid, p. 138).
Anecdotal evidence also suggests that many young women see
smoking as a wa~r of sllppressing appetite and controlling weight
gain.
Smoking also appeals to young people's desire to appear
grown up. Toh~ICCO advertising has heen keen to capitalise on this
appeal. for example. advertising agency document.s from [he mid1970s advise "an artempt to reach young smokers, should ... present
the cigarette ~IS one of the few initiations inlU the adult world."
(ASH UK - PR in the Playground: Tobacco Industry Iniriatives in
youth smoking (W\...'\v.ash.org.ukJaclvspo/pIayground.llunl]).
An important study in the US that revie\ved twemy years of
cigarette advertising found that when advertising of a brand
increased, teen smoking of that brand "vas three times more likely
than adult smoking [0 increase (Pollay el a!.. 1996). Other studies
in llle US and UK have found an associ~uion between exposure to
advt'rtist'mems. recognition of cigarette products. owning
promotional items and smoking experimentation and take-up
among adolescents (see Kaufman ~lnd Nicbter. 200 I. p. 89; Smith
and Stutts. 1999). However, the causa!i[y of this relationship has
not heen clearly t.->stablished.
Studies of lhe factors [hat influence initiation of smoking
suggest that advertising is nor one of rhe most important factors.
for eX:llnple, an OPCS sfUdy docs not include advertising among
seven reasons why children hegin smoking," \'';lhile in the US
H A 1;lct that is stressed by the tohacco industry in defence of Lheir advt!rtising
(TMA website).
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research h;ls found [h~ll advertising ranks lo\v overall as :t predictor
of adolescent smoking (Smith and ·StuHs, 1999). Ho\vever, barh the
studies highlight the strong influence of beliefs about smoking e.g.
-having relatively less negalive views about smoking·' and "a belief
that smoking is cool and indicates Illaturity:' These perceptions
could well -be influenced by advc.:t1ising and other promotion
acti\'ilies like sponsorship, One of the mechanisms through which
it is argued that advenising works is by making smoking appear
normal ~md socially acceptable and to associate it wilh positIve
anribLUes such as sophistication, success, glamour etc. (Amos,
1996).

5.8
Women and
Tobacco
Advertising

5.9
Summary and
Conclusions

Reviews of tobacco marketing to women (Amos, 1996; Kaufman
and Nichter, 2001) note that [Obacco has been strongly promoted
to womcn and that most common themes in these marketing
campaigns are hody image, fashion and independence.
Furthermore, US tobacco manufacturers art:' nmcd to have
sponsored evenl5 and organisations with strong female interest
(e,g, women's tennis, fashion awards and sponsored women·s
organisations
Kaufman
and
Nichter,
2001).
British
manufacturers/advertisers have highlighted the appeal of low ~r
cigareues lO women, while in Japan women are targeted with lowsmoke cigareues,
The international literJture has highlighted the high level of
cigareue markering in women's magazines. and have found thaI
those carl)'ing such advel1isements are less likely to have 3nicies
on the health risks of smoking. In a rare piece of Irish research on
tobacco advertising in Ireland (Howell, 1994) examined lhe
frequency of tobacco advertising in women·s magaZines and
CO\'Crdge of the adverse health effects of smoking. The srud)'
examined four Irish women's ,magazines over a five year period.
He found that there were 684 tobacco advertisements as compared
to 86 pieces about the negative effects of ,smoking. 15 of which
were health promOlion ads placed by the Heallh PromOlion Unil,
Department of Health. In tenns' of column inches, the amount of
space devoted to pro-smoking messages was 14.5 times greater
than the space devoted to anti-smoking messages. Howell also
noted thaI none of the advertisemenL<; contained the warning
"Smoking \vheD prcgnanl hanns your baby,~ a \varning that would
be highly relevant lO the readership of lhese magazines. The
omission of this warning is seen as a sign of complicity between
the advertisers and till: magazines,

The

link
between
advertising/marketing
and
tobacco
consumption is a cOnlenlious and complex onl'. International
reviews suggesl (ha( aclveI1ising does h~lve an impact, btU the exact
size of this effect is still under delxlle. The most striking rinding is
the lack of research from all sources including the tobacco industry
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on this importanl issue in Ireland. Further investigation of this
topic is needed to infonn future policy decisions in this area.
There is evidence lhat young people have been widely
exposed to lobacco advertising and (hat bOlil for Ireland and Lhe
UK these campaigns pursue smnegics to increase smoking
amongst young people. Again the issue of how much advertising
comribures to the decision to St:lrt smoking is a moO[ one.
International literature has found an :lssociation between
advertising recognition and smoking among young people but
does not eSLablish the direction of (his causality. Some of the
factors that have been found to predict smoking slich as more
positive perceptions about smoking may well be influenced in part
by advertising, but there is Iinle direct evidence of this. Further
longitudinal research, which can measure exposure (0 (obacco
marketing before take-up is necessary 10 de\'e!op knowledge on
this issue.

6. TIm ECONOMICS OF
SMOKING AMONG

OmDREN

The issue of YOlllh smoking has been argued to be an issue of
particular imerest for policy makers and ecanomiSL,> on a number
of grounds. Firsl, it is argued thaL almost all [ile inilial consumption
of cig:ucnes occurs while an individual is a child or young Jcluh.
Second. at thal age, it is comended lhal young people are eiLher
not well infonned or do not consciously process infonnaLion on

the health hazards of smoking (Ross and Chaloupka, 200 I). Third,
it is assened that young people :Irl.:.' a panicularly effective target
group for smoking pre\'emion programmes. This chapter review's a
range of economic litemrnre on smoking among children and

young people in lrebnd. As well as establishing dlt: prevalence of
smoking among these groups, the discussion considers both the
demand-side price.:: sl!nsitivilY ancl the effects of supply-side
smoking restrictions and health promotion campaigns on young
people.
This chapter takes [he following fonnaL first. an ~Iltempl is
made to establish the incidcno: and pn.:valence of smoking among
children and young people in Irdand. These findings are then
presented in the contexi of intem;:lIional studies and league table
type analyses, in an auempt to establish Ireland's international
standing in h_'ffilS of the incidence of smoking among young
people. Section 6.3 also briefly reviews studies examining variation
in smoking according In gender. family socia-economic context
and region. Finally, a brief analysis of the role of economic factors
in smoking prevalence, panicularly as they relate to the availahility
of part-lime ,vark, is presented in Section 6.4.
In Sc.:ction 6.5 the issue of demand-side price-sensitivities is
examined. The extent to which the pricc.:'/conslImption relationship
is distinct for this :lge group is examined. including an analysis of
the impact of prices on smoking initiation, smoking duration.
smoking intensilylfrequency and smoking cessation for children
and ),oung peopk.
Section 6.6 reviews supply side issues such as restrictions on
smoking for children ~tnd young people as well as the role of
health promotion and health a'vareness programmes. particularly
those targeted at school children .
.\4
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The final section summarises the main findings. \'('hile eve!),
attempt is made (0 draw on literature. research and sllldies
emanating from this coumry, owing [0 a dearth of such literature
thl' review also draws on international literature - pal1icubrly
literalUre from the United Kingdom and the United Stales. Finally.
this review is concerned primarily with smoking among school-age
children (18 years and under). However. in some cases reference
is made to the body of "youth" literature on this issue. which is
variollsly ddlned as those aged under 18 years. those aged 21
years oc under or even those aged 24 years or under.

6.1
Prevalence of
Smoking
Among
Children and
Young People
in Ireland

A number of Irish srudies examining the incidence of smoking
among children have been conducted. Among the more recent are
Ihe I-1eahh Behaviour of School-Aged Children Surye)' (HBSC) and
a sucvey conducted as pan or the European Dnlg Dependence:
Risk and Monitoring (I)DRA~ll projcel. bOlh of which were
conducted in the late 1990s.
Resulls from [he HBSC survey - capturing school going children
aged 9- L7 years. across the eight Health Boards - are reponed by
Friel el cr/. (1999). In lemlS of smoking prevalence. Ihey find Ih:1I
overall 'i9 per cem of the children repan thal they have ever
smoked (51 per cem for boys Jnd ~iH per cent for girls) ane! 21 pt.:c
cem repon thaI they are cllrrent smokers. The rates of smoking
increase \'\'ith age. Commenling on these findings Towards tI
To/Jacco Free Society contend that tile very high Jevds of smoking
reponed prior to reaching J8 years would support the international
experience that smoking beh:1\'iour is induced while smokers are
still under age.
Ilrinkley elal. (I 999). in Ihe lale 19905 examine Ihe prevah,nce
and patterns of use of legal and illegal substances among young
adolescents. from research conducted as pan of a European project
Drug Dependence, Risk and Moniloring CDDRAM1. The Irish
sample includes just under one tholls::md second year sll1cienrs in
16 Duhlin schools. They find thai one-Ihird of Ihe sample had
11l~VL'r smoked, while 16 per cent smoked daily. In addition. more
girls than boys reponed Ihat they smoke daily. Pupils who
reponed that they smoked were asked [0 state what age they had
started smoking. The average age at which pupils fir.sr smoked
Cigarettes \Vas 10.8 years. Finally, pupils who smoked \verc asked
to indicate how they usually obtained cigarettes. Of the pupils
who smoked. 61 per cent said that they bought their cig~lrettes and
60 per cent said that rhey obtained them from a friend. Over 43
per cent said thar rhe cigan:tres were shared arollnd a group of
rriends, 18 per cent said that they lOok them from home without
their parents' permission. The majoriry of smokers said they
smoked beclusc rhey wanted to try (78 per cent), the next most
COlllmon reasons \Vere "because my friends smoke" (38 per cent)
and ·'hecause it relaxes me"' (23 per cent).
Perhaps most prominently. Gnlbe and Morgan conducted
siudies in 1984 :md 1991 (Grube and Morgan. 1986, Morgan and
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Gnlbe, 1994) examining smoking, as well as drinking and drug
u~e, among Dublin school children. Crucially, over the period of
their three-panel surveys they found evidence of a small but
consistent decline over all age groups in the uptake of cigarellt.:
smoking. In addition, the numbers who indicared that they Were
smoking regularly had dropped somewhat over (he period.
Over Ihe period 1994 and 1991 the), found a decrease in
smoking prevalence among young people: measured in terms of
bmh the percemage \vho had tried smoking and the perccmage
currently smoking. In Lenns of the proportion who had eVt;:r
smoked. for example. the percentage of 16 year-aids had fallen
from 73 per cem to 62 per cent, while among those 13 years and
younger the incidence haci fallen from 52 per cent [0 46 per ccm.
In terms of' clIrrem smoking, rates of non-smoking -'laVe risen by
ahnos{ 10 per cem among each age group over the 1984-1991
period. Increases in the prominence of non-smokers are
particularly noteworthy among [he youngest age-groups studi.:d
(those aged 15. 14 and 13 years or less).
They conclude (994) that the findings suggeS[ that '"smoking
among young people may be losing fa\'our~. S[Udies in the late
1960$ by O'Rourke el al. 097 I) are citecl to indicale thai 68 per
cent of young people had smoked at some time in their lives. T.:n
years later the figure \vas stable at nearly 70 per cenL In the 1984
sun',:)' (Grubt:- and Morgan, 1986) the rate of prevalence of lifetime
smoking was 67 per cent, again indicating that the r.He had
remained srable. The final study (994) showed an over..L1I youth
lifetime smoking rate of jusr 61 per cent.
Finally. in 1993" survey was conclucted of 4.000 young people.
almost all school ~Hlenders, commissioned by the Health Promotion
Unit and conducted by the ESRI (1993). Unlike the Grube and
Morgan studics that were confined to Dublin school children, this
\vas a coumrywicie survey, '111C national study found a lower
incidence of regular smoking than that reported in the more reCent
Dublin S[udy (1994): over·a quaner of tlHlSe aged 16 and those
aged 17 year.s and older were regular smokers. Such .smoking
prevalence was somewhat higher among males, accounting for
almost 30 per cem aged 17 years and older, relative to just 23 per
cent of females of the same age.

6.2
International
Comparisons

Perhaps a short word of caution before examining imern:nion:11
comparisons of smoking ~unong young people. As Conniffe
(Connirrl!, 1994) warns. comparisons across countries in the
incidence of smoking and the value of [Qbacco consumption are
increaSingly being made by international organisations. Howcvcr,
these comparisons should be intcrpn.:tcd with GUllion because
they are not all fully compatible because of variations in .survey
dates, in definitions and in the methodology used [0 combine.:
infonnation on cigarettes, cigars and other fomls of lohaccD. \'V'hh
this cave~1L in mind, lhe following reviews three recent attempts to
assesS Ireland's position in-an international comexl.
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First, the findings of the Grube and Morgan (J 990) rep0!1
indicated that r~Hes of smoking among Dublin school children
were high in comparison with other countries. Among the entire
sample, two-thirds had smoked at some point in their lives. and
~lboU[ one-quaner were regular smokers. In general, there \Va!'> a
tenqency for girls to st~rr smoking a1 a later age than boys. These
levels of cigarette smoking were found 10 be p;:uticularly high in
comparison with countries like the US. \vhich has abow two·thirds
the rate of cigarette'sllloking of tht: present sample.
The Heallh 0/ Our Chi/drell repon (20003) presents results of
lhe HBSC survey for a wide range of cOllntries. In rerms of rhe
incidence of smoking they find that Ireland occupies a somewhat
intennediale position in a Europetn context. However, when
comp~lrisons funher afield are made, levels of smoking are found
to be some\',;hat higher in Ireland. To illustrate, in tenns of the
proportion of boys aged 15 years who report daily smoking. the
figure for Ireland is 19 per cent relative to just 13 per cent in the
US.
Finally, and most recently (here has been a rnove to large-scale
surveys 'which compare data gathered in a similar way in different
countries. [hereby overcoming some of [he potenlial problems of
inlernational comparisons as mentioned above. The European
School Survey Project on Alcohol and other Dnlgs (ESPAD) (Hibell
e/ al., 1997) is one slich study. Surveys Were conducted in twemysix countries, including Ireland, where a national sample of 1.849
fifth year pupils parricipared in the survey. Overall, 74 per cent of
pupils had tried cigarettes al least once. \vhile 37 per cent were
regular smokers. Imponantly. both figures are higher than the
average proportion for all countries.

6.3
Gender, Socio·
Economic
Status and
Regional
Variation

A number of studies have examined variations in rhe incidence
of youth smoking by gender. socio·economic background and
region. Gnlbe and Morgan (1990), Morgan and Gntbe (1994) find
that neither fathers' socio·economic stams or mothers' employmem
are related 10 smoking. However, they do find significant findings
in terms of peer influence - the perceived use of cigal'eltes by a
best friend was strongly associated with Cigarette smoking.
Interestingly. rhe HUSC survey found significam gender
Variation. Although boys ~re found to st~!rt smoking at an earlier
age, by age 15-]7 the smoking ra[es for 'girls. exceed those for boys
(Friel. Nic Gabhainn and Kelleher, 1999). In addition. among girls
Ihey find a social class effect. with 15·17 year olds from social
classes 5 and 6 reporting current smoking rJ.tes of 40 per cem
compared to 33 per cent of (hose frolll social classes 3 and 4. In
general, the clara \vould seem to suggest that children of 10vl.'er
income groups experiment later' with tobacco than middle-income
groups. Older children from higher income families are more likely
10 smoke than children from middle-income families.
Finally. the 1993 Health Promotion Unit Survey suggesL~ some
regional varialion in _smoking incidence among lhose aged 13 to 17
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years. Although partly reflecting differences in the age distribution
berween regions, the results suggest higher smoking prev31ence
among young people from the East and West. and somev,,'hat
lower incidence in Midland and North-Western regions. While
these differences may relate to economic, cultural or educational
variations, there was no attempt to explore possible reasons for
these regional differences.

6.4
Economic
Climate and
Part·Time
Employment

6.5
Price
Responsiveness
Among
Children and
Young People

The relationship between Cigarette consumption among children
and young people and income/employment opportunities is also
an issue of relevance. Recent figures for In~land suggest that half of
all second-level sllIdents in Ireland engage in part-time paid
employment (McCoy and Smyth, 2002), There is also recent
research to SUppOI1 the importance of such income in allowing
cigarette purchase and smoking panicipation, Morgan (2000) found
that over 30 per cent of second-level studenL~ in a Duhlin survey
reported spending some of their earnings from part-time work on
cigarettes. with £\.vo-thirds of these spending quite a lot. or a lot of
their money on the purchase of Cigarettes. Interestingly, such
expenditure on cigarettes accounted for a higher proponion of
spending among studenL~ in disndvantaged schools.
This role of pan-time paid employment in supponing smoking
has a number of imporram implications. First, the availability of
part-time employment is highly responsive to wider economic
climate or cyclical effects (McCoy and Smyth, 2002), Does this
mean that during periods of economic slowdown '\-vhen the
availability of student parr-time jobs declines, young people are
less likely to engage in smoking or at least consume at lower
levels? Or does the reduction in income lead to tra.de-offs in other
consumption panems? These questions have yet to be addressed
by research in Ireland.

As Conniffe (1994) observes, there is a substantial existing Irish
literature on the effects of price and other factors on smoking.
Much of this Irish literature has been concerned with estimating
price and other elasticities. However, the picture with regard [0
studies of children and young people is less clear with few studies
examining the price/consumption relationship for smoking among
children,
One of the fe,,\' Irish studies [0 consider variations in price
elasticities for different age groups \vas that undertaken by
Conniffe (1994). He came to two important conclusions. First, he
found evidence of higher price elasticities among young people.
However, for all age groups, he found that the quantities smoked
by committed smokers "",auld not decrease greatly given a price
increase. He argued that these results would imply a different type
of addictive model for young people: "Before young people
become commiued smokers [here would be a stage where the
price of cigarettes \vould matter considerably to \.... hether people
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Ix'come confirmed smokers or nor. The affordabiliry of other
desirable com modi lies may depend on whar is spelll on smoking
and thl." addictive dependency may nm have built up to a level
where the smoker is en-eclively un:lhle to stop" (r. 2.12). Thi~
mighl explain gre.alcr price responsiveness among young people,
\vhkh diminishes as people become more committed smokers
\.yith age.
To further explore this issue studies conducted in the UK and
US will be considered. )ha and Ch;doupka (1999) found sorong
cvidl!ncc to suggest [hal children are more responsive to price
rises than older adults. They argue [hat this is because young
people have lower disposable incomes, but also because some
may, as yef. he less heavily addicted to nicotine. Children are more
susceptihle to peer influences thus, if one young person stops
smoking because he or she Gill no longer afford to do il. friends'
are more likely 10 follow suit than amongsr DIcier people.
Researchers conclude th:u when prices are high, nO( only :Ire
existing young smokers mon: Iikdy 10 quit, but lh~H fewer
potential young smokers will take up the habi!.
Similarly, Lcwil and Coale (1982) studied teenage smoking in
the US and concluded thal "teenage price elasticities of demand
are large. 'I11e smoking panicipmion (prevalence) elasticity equals
-1.2 Jnd the (total) quantity smoked elasticity -i.'i-.
Townsend eJ al. (994) studied the effects of price, income and
health publicity on cigarette smoking by age, Sex and socioeconomic group in the UK. \'\Tomen of all ages, including.
teenagers, appear to be less responsive ro health publicity than
men, but marc responsive to price. Overall, significant price
elasticities were found among young women (-.86 for 16-19 year
olds and -0.96 for 20-24 year olds) but insignificant price
e1aslicities were found for young men. TIley argue lh~1t young
people have rdatively low incomes with a high proponion of it
available for discretionary expenditure, so thai changes in income
arc more likely ro affect their smoking patterns. The findings of
this study support this assenion for young females.
One of the possible reasons for conflicting findings regarding
adolescent cigarette demand may relate 10 lhe precise aspect of
cigarene usage thal is being examined: smoking onset, smoking
frequency or smoking cessation. As Tauras et al. (2001) observe.
cross-sectional analyses of cigarene dem~lI1d have generally found
that cigarette prices and the prob~lhililY of youth smoking ~lre
inversely rdated. However, studies that have modelled the
detenninants of youth smoking initiation have concluded thar
price is an insignificant cieremlinant of smoking onset.
They draw on the Forster and Jones (1999) slUdy, which
employs data taken from the Britisb Health and Lifes~)lle SlIrz;ey lO
investigate individuals' decisions to stan and quit smoking. They
found cigarette excise laXeS to be insignificant cletcmlinants of
smoking initiation. However. they concluded thal increases in
excise taxes would shoncn the amounl of lime an individual
smoked .and thereby increase the likelihood of smoking cessation.
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til. (1999) used panel daw from the

National /:'illtcati01I Longiludinal Slimey oj 1998 to model )'owh
smoking initiarion decisions. They employed bUlh a smoking onset
function as well as a discrete lime duration model in their

investigation. They concluded that both cigarelle prices and excise
taxes are insignificant dctenninanrs of smoking onset between 8 th
and I tl' grJde.
The Sludy by TaurJs e/ til. (2001) found that a 10 per cent
increase in the price of cigarellcs \\'oliid decrease thc prolxlbility
of smoking initiation between 3 and 10 per cent, depending on
how initiation is defined. In addition. individuals who arc classified
as having initiated smoking based on grt'~lIer cigareues smoked are
more price responsive than are individuals classified as ha\'ing
initiated smoking hased on fewer cigarenes smoked. This is not
surprising given that many adolescenLS who experiment \,'ith
cigareues or smoke in small quantities never purchase their own
cig~In~((es. but rather '"'borrow" from a friend.
One of [he few studies to eX:.unint" the impact of price on
young smokers who consume al different levels was the study by
Liang and Chaloupka (2001), a US study based on 1992 and 1994
data. They lest the effects of price rises for different groups or
young smokers (high school seniors) - classified according to the
intensity of their smoking. Higher prices were associated \vith
lower smoking in all cases. l11c effects of higher prices. howc"er,
are largest at the heaviest smoking levels. Overall. they f.ind that
higher Cigarette prices are effective in discouraging youth from
reaching a higher level of Cigarette intensity.
Finally. Ross and Chaloupka (2001) test the effects of various
price measures on youth delnand for cigarettes using data
collected in a nationally represemativc survey of 17:287 high
school students (US). In addition 10 commonly used cigarette price
measures. the study also examined the effect of price as perceivecl
by the studenL<;. They found that higher cigarelle prices would
result in subslantial reductions in both smoking participation and
average cigarette consumption among high school students. Again
young people are found [0 be more price responsive than aduhs.in
their clemand for cigarenes. However, if perceived prices more
accurately reflect the prices young people pay for their cigarettes,
tht.: price elasticity is evt.:n higher.
One possible reason for greatt.:r price sensitivity among young
people may rdare to their motivations for smoking. Rugkasa el til.
(2001) conducted a study in Northern Ireland ~illled al gaining a
better understanding of the meaning smoking and tobacco
addiction held for young people. He conducted 85 focused
interviews \vith adolescent children from economically deprived
areas of Northern Ireland. He found (hal children seem to
diffen..:nti~He conceptually bet\veen child smoking and adult
smoking. Whereas adulis smoke to cope \vilh life and are thus
perceived by children as lacking control over their consumption,
child smoking is motivated by attempts to achieve the status of
cool and hard, and to gain group memhership. Aduhs have
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personal reasons for smoking. whih: child smoking is profoundly
social. Adllhs are perceived as dependent on nicoline, and
addiction is at the core of tht:: children's understanding of adult
smoking, Child smoking. on the other hane], is seen as oriented
around social relations so that addiction is less rdevant, These
ideas and perceptions leave young peoplt;.· vulnerable to nicotine
addiction,
In summary. the single most consistent conclusion from the
economic IilerJturc on the demand for Cigarettes is that consumers
react to price changes according [0 general economic principles an increase in price leads to a decrease in consumption. \X'hile
estimates \,~Iry from study to swdy, the clirrem consensus is that
children and young people are more responsive to cigarelLe prices
than adults. Overall, there is consider.lhle evidence from other
counlries that price affects consumption particularly for young
people. However. it is difficult to gener:llise these findings to the..:
Irish silUarion. l\'lor~ research is needed to evaluate the potential
effects of price changes on the iniLiation, prevalence and cessaLion
of smoking among young people.

6.6
Health
Promotion

and
Awareness
Programmes;
Smoking
Restrictions
for Young
People

\\'h~1l

Two main issues are addressed in Lhis IInal section. First
is
the roll,; of anti-smoking health promotion strt:Hegies in Ireland.
panicularly those targeted at school-children? Second, to what
extent do restriclions on the supply of cigareHes impacL 011
cigarette consumption among this age group?
T\\'o main health promolion initiatives are currently oper.ning
in Irish schools (To\vard5 a Tohacco Free Society). The first. 7Z1C
Smoking Reduction Action Pro.gramme (SCRAP) is a peer-led antismoking progrJmme for schools. The programme ,"vas developed
hy the Department of Health ~llld Children in conjunClion Wilh the
Irish Cancer Society, the National Youth Federation '"'lith support
from tile Department of Education. The second programme is 77Je
Smoke Busters Project which is ~Iimed at primary school children
(7-11 years) in an urban environmenL. This project W~IS developed
by the Irish Cancer Society, lhe Dep:.I11I11enL<> of Health and
Children and Education and the Eastern Health Board. The ~xa.([
contribution such progrdmmes are making (Q the raising of
awareness about the health and other dangers of smoking has yet
to be assessed.
A wiele range of public policy measures have also been
imroduccc! to rc. . trict young people's acct.'% to Cigarettes in Ireland.
These include age restrictions 011 the purchase of cigarettes.
advertising hans and restrictions on smoking in public places.
These restrictions have all been introduced wiLh [he aim of.curbing
the smoking access of children and young people. For example. :.IS
Towards a Tohacco Free Socie~)I (2000b) comends. [he innucnce
older tCellS have on younger persons' lifestyle choiCl~s is
significant If secondary school pupils arc legally pennilled lO huy
cigarettes, this ensures that smoking is vali~la[ed as a lifestyle
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choice ror the late teens and, therefore, is a highly desirable
liresr-yle for younger teens.
lillie systematic anempt, however, has been made {o assess the
impad or such smoking/cigareue restrictions on children in
Ireland. Research rrom other countries, however. does throw some
lighl on Ihe issue. Wakefield el lIf. (2000) find some SuppOI1 [or
tht' role or restrictions on smoking in public places in reducing
teenage smoking. They find that restrictions on smoking at home,
puhlic ph.lcl's and school wcre associated with a greater likelihood
or being in an earlier stage of smoking uptake and \vere associated
with a lower 30-day prevalence. Similarly, Ross and Chaloupka
(2001) also find that Ihe effects of public policy restrictions on
YOlllh smoking are significant in reducing smoking. \Vhile TaUi.lS
el al. (2001) conclude that estimates suggest that minimum
purchase age laws. restrictions on smoking in public school.s and
restrictions on the distriburion of rree tobacco samples could be
effective tools in decreasing smoking initiation.
Conversely (lha and Chaloupka. 2000) argue Ihal reducing the
supply of tobacco i!-i not erfective in reducing tobacco
consumption. Attempts to impose restriclions on the sale or
cigarenes La youths in high-income CQumries have mainly been
unsuccessful. TIley cOnLend Lhal young people seem to
undcr("stim~lte the risk of addiction. Among US smJenL'> in their
final year at high school, fewer than t\vo out of fi\'l." smokers \vho
believe that they will quit within five years actually do so (US
Dt:partment of Health and Human Services). Recent economic
modelling :-;ugges[s that even if young people ;'decide" to risk
becoming addicted, imperfect infonllation can result in seemingly
rational decisions being viewed later with regret (Orphanides and
Zervos. 1995).
However. given the lack of analysis of the impact of these
measures to restrict lhe access of children and young people [0
cigaretres in lreland. it is not possible to say \vhether, or to what
extcnl findings from mher siudies are generalisable to the Irish
conteXt. Chapter 7 explore~ the issue of the effect of marketing
and advertising on smoking in greater depth.

6.7
Summary and
Conclusions

ThiS chapter has addressed a number of areas in relation [0
smoking among children and young people in Ireland. Among the
questions which have been posed are:
•
\\;'hat is the prevalence of smoking among children and how
has this changed over time?
•
To what extent does the incidence or smoking among childrt.'n
vary by gender, socio-economic Status and regional
characteristics?
•
To what extent is the price/consllmption relationship different
for children and young people. as distinct from adull.'i?
•
Is the rail in youth smoking over lime due (0 price increases or
health <1wareness/promotion slrategies or restrictions on
smoking. panicularly for children and young people?
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Various sources suggest a lifetime smoking rale among Irish
teenagers of 50 to 65 per cem, and a current smoking rate of

between one-fifth and one-third, with r~Hes increasing with age.
There is evidence lo suggest :1 decline in smoking incidence
among Irish young people o\'t:r recenl decades. Variations in
smoking rates are apparent hy gender l socia-economic background
and regional criteri;1. O\'erall. smoking prevah:nce among Irish
children is broadly in line \,-'ith orher European countries, but is
somewhat higher than cOl1mries like the Unired States.
Overall the litera lure appears [0 support a gener..d conclusion
that young pt!ople are more responsive to cigarette price rises than
;lduits. Irish research all the subject suggests that such age
variation in price sensitivity may rdare to the gre~Her likelihood
that young smokers are less commilted smokers having more
recently taken up the habit. !-Iowcvt::r. international rest::arch
suggests that price may nor be a signiJ1canl determinant of
smoking initiation. Ovt::rall, it is !lor clear whether the effect... of
cig~lfene prices vary according to the aspect of smoking being
examined: smoking initiation. smoking frequency and smoking
duration/cessation.
Programmes have recently being introduced in Irish primary
and second-level schools with the aim or raising awareness of the
health dangers of smoking. However, there h~IS he~n little
systematic efron to assess the effectiveness of such programmes.
Likewise. restriction,.; on the access of children and teenagers to
cigarettes and cigarene advertising ha\'c heen introduced bur it is
unclear ho\\' effective such restrictions have been and \"hether
they have actually contributed to the decline in smoking incidence
among such young people.

7. EvillENCEFROMlHE
1998 LMNG IN IREIAND
SURVEY

Each YC3f since 1994. The Economic and Social Research
Institute (ES!{D has been carrying out the Living in Ireland Panel
Survey (LIS), a representative survey of Irish households and
individuals lh:u forms the Irish component of the European
Communiry Household Pand Survey (ECHP). Interviewers from
the ESRI reIUrn to [he same households and attempt to imerview
indi\'iduals ahom a mnge of suhjects, but with ~ln emphasis on
gctring high quality inform:uion on the income and material living

standards. In 1998 however. Eurostat, the funding agency of the
ECHP, included a number of questiuns on smoking behaviour that
we will use in this chapter lO examine some of the issues that have
Ik:cn discussed in this review so far. In the nrst pan of [he chapler
we examine some or the Ch~Ir;:lcteristics or the LIS data and how
this has developed since 1994 before tuming 10 a deSCriptive
analysis of smoking in Ireland. \Ve \vill prt,!sem statistic.':; on the age
and sex breakdown of smoking, blll also examine some interesting
data about the differentials in smoking between social class and
income groups.') Thi.s is an import~lIlt issue that the LIS data are
particularly suited to given their emphasis on the income and
deprivation circumstances of the household. In the final part of the
chapter we adopt more Illullivariate statistical methods LO examine
the factors associ;lled with regular smoking and how income and
cigarette consumption ~lre related. fI.·lore detailed infonnation on
the Living In Ireland Panel Survey can be found in Ihe Appendix
lO this report.

I {ere we: con('entrate on <.:ig;lrt!lle rather Ihan cigar Of pipe smokinjot !iince 10
include the ialIer 1\",,0 would obscure the 1l13in analysis. but would not
subst:lIllially :.liter Ihe resullS.
C)
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7.1
A Descriptive
Analysis of
Smoking
Patterns
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In this section we begin the analysis of the claw in the LIS Survey
by eX:lInining the prevalence of smoking among different groups
at imervic.:w using descriptive statistics. Table 1 shows the present
and P:Jst smoking hehaviour of the sample in 1998, a u!'icful
statistic that is not often reported. The Euroslal question asked
respondems "uo you smoke daily, occasionally or never?". and if
thc.:y chose never. whether they had smoked daily. occasionally or
never in the pas£.
Table 1: Present and Past Smoking by Sex
Proportion Smoking Dally

Female
24.6
4.3
10.8
3.9
56.4
100

Male
Daily
OcCasionally
Daily in Past
Occasionally in Past
Never
Total

27.3
4.8
16.2
3.9
47:8
100

3,220

3,099

N

All
25.9
4.6
13.4
3.9
52.2
100

6,319

Table I shows th:n 30.5 per ccnt of the s~lInple smoked
regularly or occasionally at the time of survey and 26 per celll on a
daily has is. almost idemical figures to those found in the Shin.
National l'IL'~illh and Lifestyle Surveys carried au( in Ih~ same year.
Allogeth~r almost '18 per cent of respondents eilher smoked
currently~ or had smoked either regularly or occaSionally in the
past
There are however signi(icant differences he[\'\'een groups in
smoking heh~lviour. Table] shows that significantly fewer women
than men currently smoke regularly (P=O.017). although more men
were daily smokers in rhe past, which could suggest higher rates
of cessation among men, btu is more likely lO rdale lO the higher
r::lIes of smoking among men than \"omen in the past. If We add in
diiTen.:nces in smoking raTes by age as well as sex in Table 2, rhi!'i
shcm-'s a more complex piclUre than is sliggeslcd by the lower rJle
of current female smoking in T:lble l.
Table 2: Proportion Smoking Daily by Sex and Age Group
Age Groups

<25
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
All Age Groups

,N

Proportion Smoking Dafly
Male
Female

18.6
30.0
35.6
28.4
24.1
25.1
27.3
3,099

26.0
30.4
28.4
22.4
22.9
15.6
24.6
3,220

More men [han women smoke in all age groups except for
among those under 25 where the r.:Ue among women is over 7 per
cent higher. This pattern has been fOllnd in the UK and suggest!; a
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\vorrying trend among young women, although it should be SJid
that older fl.'male age groups have higher rales.
Table 3 shows that this higher r.Jle of daily smoking among
men is also accompanied by a higher number of cigaretLes
smoked, \vith men smoking more than women even in the under
25 age group. although, as the last column of Table 3 shows. (his
difference is not significant.
Table 3: Mean Number of Cigarettes a Day by Sex and Age Group
Age Groups

<25
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
All Age Groups

N

Mean Cigarettes Per Day (Std In Parentheses)

Male

Female

14.31 (7.49)
18.07 (6.87)
21.35(15.11)
24.84 (15.13)
24.36 (16.07)
23.19 (15.06)
21.27 (13.72)

13.91 (5.88)
16.18 (7.20)
19.19 (9.68)
18.92 (9.65)
18.02 (11.25)
15.02 (9.76)
16.95 (9.09)

3.099

51g. (P)

0.613
0.Q15
0.134
0.002
0.028
<0.001
<0.001

3.220

The figures in brackeL'i (the standard devi~J.(ions) sho'v that
there is also more variation among men, \I,.. hich could suggest th:u
men's level of conslllnption is more varied than women's with
possible implications for cessation.
One of the main issues of lhe literature in Chapter 3 of this
review was tile relationship between income and smoking that had
changed considerably over the last forty years. \X'hereas
historically, the quantity of tobacco smoked was positively rdated
to a person's income, as is the case with most commodities. in
more recent periods. evidence suggests that the relationship
became neuu:li. or that having more income led both [0 a higher
probabililY Ihal Ihe person would nOI smoke. or Ihal if Ihey did.
th~H they would smoke less. The LIS d31a give.s u.s the opportunity
to examine this question as we have velY detailed information on
the income le\'el of the individual and their household, plus data
on their past and presem occupational status that allows us to
investigate [he relationship between social class and smoking, h is
imponant to emphasis here [hm the processes underpinning the
income/smoking relationship could be different from [hose
associated \viIh social cbss. although the two are highly correlated.
A person's income level dictates their level of consumption directly
(~llthough this can be augmented with savings etc., if current
income is lower than a person's long~run income), whereas social
class may influence consumption via other factors, some cultural
(i.e. some social classes may have a "smoking (uilurc"). or linked
more indirectly. say through the infllIt~nce of smoking as a coping
behaviour in situ~Hions of insecurity. Hen:, using the LIS data we
lise income, socio-economic and social class measures when
examining the distribution of smoking.
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Table 4: Proportion Smoking Daily by Income Quintile and Sex

. Income Quinti-ies
Lowest

2
3
4

_ High_es_1

P-roporiion Smoking Daily

Male
34.1
29.9
26.1
24.2
23.3.

Female
31.5
23:3
25.3
18:4
23.4

Table 4 shows the proportions from different household
income quinriles who smoke daily. The income quintiles are
conslnlCtcd by measuring each household's weekly disposable
income (that is income after tbe payment of tax and PRSI, hut
before any expenditure) and then dividing [his figure by an
"equivJlence scale" Jnd dividing the reslIiling values into live
equal groups. -nle equivalence scale is a number designed to
make househokL... of _differem ('om positions in terms of [he numher
of adults and children, comparable. Here we lise an equivalence
scale which gives the first adult a value of 1, each subsequent
adult the value .66 :md each child the value ,33 (e,g. a household
of two adults and one child would have the value 1.99). These
values approximate the values implicit in the Irish social welfare
benefit system.
T~lble 4 shows [hat among men and women, rhe higher rhe
income quimile, the lower [he proportion \vho smoke daily,
ahhough in the case of women this p3Hcrn is not as distinct.
Among men. tht:' proportions smoking in the lowest income group
are 46 per cent higher than alllong those in the rop income group.
This pallem strongly SliPPOI1S [he findings discussed earlier in ~his
review, but could it be th:tt among those that smoke. higher
income leads to higher levels of smoking? As a simple lest of this
We used a partial correlation between income and the number of
cigarl'ttes consumed daily, com rolling for whether rile person
smokes at all and found that there i.'\ no signii1C<lI1( correlation
between income and smoking. This tesl is, however. rather cnlde
since it does nor comrol for other factors, particularly age and SeX
that may confound the analysis, especially given the different
age/sex patterns in smoking that we have already observed in this
chapter. To get round [his problem we will model both the
proportion who smoke and the amount of cig~1feues smoked in the
final section of [his chapter.
It is dear that there is a negative reiJtionshii) between income
and rhe prevalence of smoking) if nO( the amount of wbacco
smoked, but this leaves open the question of why [his inverse
relationship now exists. \Valsh (I 980) saw this as a market
saturJtion issue in the 1950s :.md that tobacco had now become an
"inferior" good which could neither increase [he level of
consumption (which 11e saw as' already high internationally) or the
quality/price of the product. This is really JUSt anorher way of
saying that preferences changed and the subsL'quent decline in
smoking rates may suggest that preferences changed because

consumers were taking notice of the reponed health effect...; of
smoking. If so, the inverse income relationship lhar we see may

ac[Ually be due [0 mher factors that happen to he correlated with
income. As mentioned earlier, these could include different
cultural stances to\vard tobacco maintained by differential
exposure 10 anti-smoking Ii[erature and tobacco advertising. A
good example is the sponsorship of snooker and fonnula one
which have a marc "vorking cbss than middle class audience. A
more complicated and indirect route may be differences in StreSs
brought about by economic insecurity discussed in Chapter 3. Such
factors can all be summed up to a certain degree hy a social class
measure such as Lhat used hy the Central Statistics Office (eso).
This is based on an amalgam of educational level. occupationJ.1
skills and control of resollrces summed up in an occupational title
and employment status and \Ve show lhe prevalence of smoking
among sllch groups in Tahle 5.
Table; show!'i that the rate of !'ilTIoking (!:iily increases as \vc
move down the columns toward less skilled and res()urccd groups.
However, lhe relationship is nOl altogether straight forward as the
unskilled manual group ~lInong bOih men and \vomen have rates
of smoking lower than among fanners and semi-skilled manual
worker group. The \':tiue for the unskilled manllal group appears
to result from the predominance of more traditional. mostly male
jobs in this class [hat means that il is mosLly populated by older
men who have a lower smoking rate.
Table 5: Proportion Smoking Daily by Social Class (CSO) and Sex
CSO Class Groupings

Higher Prof/Managers: Proprietors & Farmers 200+
Acres
Lower Prof/Managers; Proprietors & Fanners 100199+ Acres
Other Non-Manual; Fanners 50-99 Acres
Skilled Manual; Farmers 30-49 Acres
Semi-Skilled Manual; Farmers <30 Acres
Unskilled Manual
All Classes

Proportion Smoking
Dally
Male
Female

18.9

8.9

22.4
27.1
30.1
39.0
26.5
27.0

15.7
26.1
30.2
33.4
17.5
23.2

N
2,960
2,942
NB: Soci:11 class for men :lnd women is thaI of the household .mu defineu by Ihe
-domimnce procedure~ of the highe:>1 cbss pm,ilion in the household laking into
account numher of hours worked.

Nonetheless, discounting thiS, the relationship is fairly plain
with the highest grouping having a rate of smoking; I per cent

lower than the semi-skilled grouping among men and 73 per cent
lower among \vomen. These are very 1~lrge differences in smoking
behaviour, far greater [han the differences between [he income
quintiles \Ve examined earlier on and larger even [han the
proportions smoking daily if \vc divided the income distribution
into deciles. Such results could then suggest that factors other [h~1I1
the Ix!sic income differences between social class groups underpin
the differences in smoking rales.

7.2
Modelling
Smoking
Prevalence
and Cigarette
Consumption

The laSt section sho\\,.'ed thal there is some relmionship bct\vcen
income and social class, but it is entirely possible that these
bivariate relationships could be misleading because of the
confounding effects of mller factors slIch as age and sex.
Moreover, we.: also have other hypotheses aboLH the fac[Qfs th~1t
explain the probability of smoking that arc also worth examining
and this is best achieved llsing ~l multivariate fr..lmework.
As we saw in Chapter 3 of this review, others, most nOlably
Conniffe (1994, 1995), have modelled the relationship between
various factors and robacco consumption using individual kvd
data and it is wurth applying some of the lessons frolll that
analysis here. One of the most important aspects of Conniffe's
work was th~][ he used a two-step modelling procedure where the
probability of being a smoker \-Vas modelled in a sep~lralc equation
from the consumption model. This is imporwllt since [he factors
that are associated with the probabililY of smoking are not
necessarily those that influence the h:vd of consumption, Though
Conniffe did nO[ take this approach, it could be argued (hal the
two equations should be estilll~lled simultaneously so thal the Jevd
of consumption is not independent of (he prohability of smoking
(using, for example, the Heckman selection model), This approach
has its merits, bm \Ve would argue that \ye are nm altempting La
estimate the level of consumption of the population as a \vhole
(the cemral assumption of selection models), just those thai smoke
and lhus we do nO! adopt this approach.
Taking first Ihe prohability of smoking, we have seen [hat
income and social class are both related 10 a higher probability of
smoking, yet we also fclt that other facLOr.s may ha\re an inHucnce.
One area discussed was the effect of education which can be seen
hoth as the formal education received in school or university and
lile more informal roLHes of health education, ac!\rertising and
marketing. Unfortunately, we have no availahle measures of the
laner two routes, hut can use the respondem's formal educational
level as a proxy for their ahililY to absorb health messages and
amass health prommion information, \\'1e also discllssed the effect
that psychological stress may have on the probahility of smoking although evidence is not dear as to the exact mechanism ilwolved,
il does seem that the two are linked and evidence from the UK
(Marsh :mel McKay. 1994) has shown :IS much. Luckily the LIS
survey contains the 12-ilcm version of the General Heahh
Questionnaire (GHQ12) that is a measure of psychological stress.
Here we use this to examine whether stress contributes [0 the
prohability of smoking afler 'ive have controlled for other factors
such as income, social class and education (as well as sex and
age).
As our dependenl variahle is the probability of smoking daily
\Ve use a logit model to estimate the log probability as a function
of a set or predictor variables including log equivalent household
disposable income, CSO social class grouping, highest educa(ional
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qualificHion and GHQ12 score. TIle resuhs for this model are
shown in Table 6.
Table 6: LOGIT Model of the Probability of Smoking Daily
Variable

Estimate

Age
Female
Log Equivalised Income
GSa Glass 2
GSa Glass 3
GSa Glass 4
Gsa Glass 5
GSa Glass 6
Primary Education Only
Junior Certificate
Leaving Certificate

GHQ12 Score
Constant

-0.01
·0.20
-0.03
0.44
0.71
0.82
0.95
0.38
0.75
0.33
0.03
0.05
·1.23

Significance

n.s

n.s
n.s

N: ·j,981 Cox :md Snell: 0.0382 LL: ·2671.7909
Significance Kr.!y: e: <0.05 e.: <0.01 e•• : <0.001

\'X'orking down the list of variables in Table 6 we can see that
age tends (a have a negative effecL on the probability of smoking
(a quadratic Lenll was tested hut \Vas non-significan£), as doe~
being female compared to being male (rhe "reference" category).
Roth these resulls simply confion the findings of the earlier
descriptive analyses, except here we can comrol for mher factors.
~'lore interestingly we Gin see that though income has a negative

relationship wilh being" daily smoker (as we would expect from
our tarli~r analyses). the t:ffect is not statistically signific:lm
suggesting that other factors. correlated with income may actually
have more importanc~_ One of these would seem to be socia! class
which as Table 6 shows is a very significant positive prt'dictor for
regular smoking for all classes when compared to the higher
professional. large [ann and proprietor class. The exception hert;'
seems (0 be the lo\vest unskilled manual class \vhich we saw
before was problematic for lhe measure. If we move 01110 the
education variables. those with primary education only or a Junior
Certificate are more likely LO smoke daily when compared to those
with a third level qualification. Those with a Leaving Cenilkale 3re
no more likely to smoke. Pinally in Table 6 we can see that Lhe
GI-IQ] 2 score is positively related to smoking. thus those with
higher levels of stress are signincamly more likely (0 smoke.
Having eslil11:lted a model of the probability of smoking we can
now tum to the second equation, lhal of the level of cigarette
consumption. The LlS survey asked those respondems who
smoked daily ho\\' many cigarenes they smoked on average and
we ust! this information to estimate a model of consumption.
Ho\vever. unlike in the Iasl model. here we simply \\lam [0 look :H
the rel;:uionship bl:LWeen income and number of cigareltes smoked
comrolling for age and sex. To do [his we use a slandard OLS
equation and emer rhe three variables, age, being female and log
equivalent income as predictors. The resulrs for rhis cqumion are
shown in Table 7.
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Table 7: OLS Model of Number of Cigarettes Smoked Daily
Variable

Estimate

Age
Female
Log Equivalent Income
N: 2,.123 R': 0.OH9
SignHk.:ance Key: 0: <0_05 '0: <0.01 '00: <0.001

Significance

n.S

Table 7 shows thaL. Ihough age may be negatively related to
the probability of smoking, :Jmong regular smokers, older
respondelll5 smoked significantly morc cigarettes. Being female on
the other hand had a significant negative effect compared (0 being
male. However, our main interest is in the effect of the income
variable; Table 7 shows that though negative as predicted, the
effect is actually not Significant. This supports the finding of the
descriptive analyses and confinns (hat more income does not lead
to increasing consumption of cigarettes.

7.3
Summary and
Conclusions

ThiS chapter has used daw from the Living in Ireland Survey for
199H to examine the: distribution of smoking among different
groups and 1O assess a number of hypotheses outlined earlier in
this review. The descriptive [abIes in the second section of the
paper showed clearly that men had a higher probabiliLY or
smoking when compared to women, ahhollgh we also found that
young women had a rehniveiy high rate of .'imokillg~ a finding that
has be~n reported in other surveys both in Ireland and in [he UK.
However. among smokers. men tend to smoke more cigarettes on
a daily hasis.
The chapter then wcnt on to examine the patterns of smoking
by income status and social class. Earlier in this review \ve h~ld
seen that [he relationship betv·:een income ~lI1d tobacco
conslimption had changed in more rece-nt periods sllch thal higher
income no\"\' tended to be associalL'd with lower rates of smoking.
Here we investigated whether the relationship betwcen income
and smoking may in fact be a pro).'y for other variables such as
social class that are acrually linked in a number of ways both
directly and indirectly. Using descripLi\re statistics \ve saw thal both
income and social class are negatively related to the probability of
smoking. However, it was not until we adopted muilivariatc
methods that we could test whether these relationships \Vere
acrually the result of confounding variables and whether other
factors may be important.
[n the final section of the chapter \Vc used two equations to
model hOlh the prolxlbility of smoking and rhe number of
cigarelles smoked. By estimating the effect of a number of
vari"lbles simultaneollsly \ve found thal income became
insignincant in the presence of social class and education.
suggesting that tilese fac[Ors are of more importance. Moreover,
the addition of the GHQ12 variable showed [hat stress levels are
positively related to the probability of smoking, eVen after
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controlling for income, educ-Jtion and social class. In a similar
fashion, wh~n we estimated the effect of incom~ 011 cigarette
consumption in the presence of age and sex we, found no
significant relalionship. This result matches that of Conniffe (1995)
and shows that income is no longer related [0 smoking (0 any
significant degree.

8.

SUMMARY AND

CONG.USIONS

8.1
The Absence
of Research

8.2
Price and
Consumption

It

is hard

[0

ov~rpluy

the imporwnce of research into the

economics and marketing of tobacco bmh in Ireland and more
widely given the now wcll-puhlicisc-d effects of tobacco

consumption: smoking is easily the largest cause of serious illness
and premature death in Irdand accounting for approximately 7.000
deaths annually. Moreover. expenditure on tobacco in Ireland is
huge totalling around 1.9 billion eurD in the year 2000 which to
put the figure imo perspective is larger [han the Lmal expenditure
(lA billion euro) on petrol, electricity. coal. peat and nil
combined.
Given these faclS one would expecl that there is a large corpus
of research available in Ireland that examines all aspects of how
wbacco is marketed, who huys il, how this varit.'~ :md it~ impact
On individuals and society. In reality il has been sLanling 10 find
[hat there is actually vcry link,: research that has been conducted
and this is perhaps the major conclusion of this rcpoll. 1110ugh
some areas, notably rhe relationship bct\\'een the price of
cigarettes and the Il.!vel of consumption among adults has received
some 3nemion. other areas are almost unresearched. This is
particularly true of issues slich as the effect.s of advertising and
marketing of tobacco on conslimption and smoking among
children.
Research on a number of topics is available from other
countries :md this goes someway, as we have shoWI1, to answering
important questions. but on many issues there can be no substitute
for Irish research if we are to undersland Irish circumswnces and
form coherent [Obacca policies. Given the importance of smoking
for public health and it< cenlral role in our lifestyles Ihis lack of
research is panicularly disappointing and points [0 the need to
foster interest in and provide funding for research in the area.

Or

all [he issues examined in this report. the relationship
betv.'een the price of tobacco and Ihe level of consumption has
received the mosl research (overage in Ireland. This is partially
because the infonnation needed to examine ant:! aspeci of Ihe
issue is available publicly for free (and so easier to research), hut
also because the price/consumption relationship offers (he
possibility of decreasing smoking by raising the price of cigarettes
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and tobacco through [ax~Hion. The crux of the argument lies in the
size of "elasticity" of the relationship between price and cigarellc
consumption, i.e. lhe proportion change in consumption for a 1
per cent increase in price. This seemingly simple statistic is
actually difficult [0 esrablish because of the differing assumptions
and merhodologies employed in Irish research papers, but recem
research by Conniffe (I994) suggeSL'i an dasticiry of around -.39, a
figure which is very close ro the averJ.ge of -.4 found
imemarionally in a recent World Bank publicarion (fha and
Chaloupka, 2000). TIl is means that a 10 per cent increase in
tobacco price \vould lead to a 4 per cent decrease in tobacco
consumption. Conniffe also found that the proportion of smokers
was rdated to price with an elasticity of around -0.1. TIlOugh nor
large, these elasticities reflect the average across the popubtion
and it may be th~n certain groups are more sensitive to price than
others. For example, as we will discuss shonly. young people Lend
to he more sensirive 10 price than adults. It may he that those on
lower inCOIll.CS also have higher price e1aslicities. TIlis means [hal
for the 10 per cen! increase in price just mentioned. about a
quarter of the 4 per cent decrease in tobacco consumption would
be hecause young people ~Ire deterred from becoming confirmed
smokers and existing smokers are encouraged to stop completely.
11le other three-quarters of the effect of rhe price increase COllleS
from smokers reducing their consumption. but continuing to
smoke.
These conclusions are however reached on less than the best
evidence. R...1ther than having inromlation on individuals over time
and relating the behaviour of these people to changes in tobacco
prices. lack of research forces us to use aggregarc infomlalion for
the population as a \\Thole and infer behaviour. Similarly. we have
no real research among people from more disadvamagcd social
groups and how they respond to price changes.
---------

8.3
The Changing
ProfIle of
Smokers

Chapler 2 showed (hat tobac<."o consumption has been falling
since the early 1960s with the largest fall from the late 1970s umil
the laLe 19805. We argued there that it was unlikely that this fall in
consumprion came aboLH totally through the increasing cost of
tobacco (though real prices did rise). bUI was mostly influenced by
the increasing awareness of the damage that smoking causes as sel
oUi in govemmem health educarion both in Irdand and abroad in
ranclcm wiIh restriclions on smoking aclvenising :ancl robacco use.
Evidence for this bner effect comes from a change lh:.ll
occurred in rhe relarionship between people's income and their
likelihood of smoking which occurred sometime shon1y after 1960
\vhen it seems (hat the relarionship lllrned negative with those on
higher incomes becoming less likdy 10 smoke, and smoking less if
remaining a smoker.
This rrend has cominued to Iht: present slIch that there is now a
dear inverse relationship between socio-economic group and
propensity [Q smoke that h:15 important implications for anli-
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smoking policies. Once again (here is no research on this
important qucs(ion, yet it seems plain dKIl [here are factors or
processtis (ha( make those from lower socio-economic groups
either more likely [0 start smoking (c\'idence is unclear) or less
likely to quit once they have begun. This may be for a numner of
reasons, two of which were mentioned in Chapter 3. It was argued
there that low life control and insecurity can lead to both
psychological stress ~lI1d increased falalism, I1mh of which may
influence smoking behaviour. lllOugh we present some evidence
on (hese issues in Chapler 7, there is no systematic research for
Ireland.

8.4
Smoking,
Taxes and
Health

8.5
The
Advertising
and Marketing
of Tobacco
and Children

There is no doubt that smoking is harmful [Q individual smokers
and those around them, but the huge expendilure on tobacco
coupled \vith the degree of laxation means that income from
tobacco is an important source of revenue to government. The
question addressed in Chapter 4 was whether this bend!1 to
society outweighed the "C05(" of the ill health and prem~llure
mortality brought on by smoking. In one respect (his seems a
ridiculous exercise since it is clear that smoking cluses a huge
amount of suffering that it is impossible to quantify, but advocates
of smoking would nrgue lhm if people choose to smoke (his is
their choice and in purely monetary tenns, if exchequer receipts
and employment generated are larger than the cOStS to health
services in dealing with the consequences of smoking, then it
becomes 3 positive good to society.
However, Chapter -4 showed that the balance of costs and
benefils could be lipped in either direction by the addition of any
number of factors such as the costs 10 incllL'itry of employee illness.
Given rhis, it is difficult to establish objective grounds for
comparison. Instead we follo\ved Conniffe's (1994) example and
tried to establish the effect that govemmcm cessation targets
would have on revenues. A hypothesised one-third ch::crease in the
proportion of smoking achieved by price change alone would take
an increase in excise tax above 80 per cent, but this ·increase in tax
could not replace the revenue lost as the number of smokers
decreased. In the short tenn then. the balance would seem to
point in the direction of COSL'i (though this may well he a price
worth paying), how~\'er in the medium to long term as [he
benefits of cessation to health were realised this balance would
swing back toward a more positive po:;i[ion.

Each year lOhacco companies spend large amounts of money
adver1ising ~lI1d marketing their products and though the
imemational evidence is nol clear, it Seems safe to assume that
they believe that this expenditure is an effective meth<?d of gaining
new CliSlOmers. The conrenrious question is - is this marketing in
some way aimed at, or lInintention~lIy effective in recruiting
children and adolescents to smoking? Tobacco companies argue
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that they only target adult.s and existing smokers, yet as Chapter 6
showed. bcrween 20 and 33 per cem of those aged less Lh~1n 16
smoke \vith the proportion increasing with age. Evidence abo
suggesL'" thal whereas historically smoking among women was
lower than among men, young women arc increaSingly likely lO
smoke compared [0 young men and this has been accompanied by
increasing rates of hean disease and lung cancer arnong \vomen
(see Chapter 7). Chapter; discussed research showing the high
level of cigarette advenising in wOlllen's magaZines in Ireland and
the positive impad this had on the numbers of pro-smoking
articles in these magazines, but we have no direct evidence 10 link
this situation 10 high rates of smoking among young women.
As with many of lhe mher questions deah with in this report,
there is simply no research on this issue in Ireland. but research in
other counrries has found an association betwec::n advertising
recognition and smoking among young people. but has not
established the causal direction of this relationship. Similariy,
positive associations have been shown (0 lead to higher rales of
smoking and these may be linked to advertising.
Research in other countries suggests (hat smoking among
children is an intensely social activity and lillie related to addiction
compared to adults. This would suggest that they are more
susceptible to advertising that acts through peer pressure by
making smoking look anr.l.clivc and adult. However. internarional
evidence also suggests that price elasticities among children are
higher than among adults. mostly because of their lower incomes,
hut also beGluse they are less likely (0 have formed a strong habit
or addiction. Given the imponance of child smoking for future
smoking prevalence it is paniculariy disappointing [hal there is so
liule research or systematic assessment of government initiatives.
Longitudinal research in Ireland that measures exposure to
advertising before take-up would be a substantial addition to our
knowledge and contribute greatly to policy.

9. APPENDIX
In

this Appendix we will examine the sampling frame and' design
of the survey used in Chapter 7 - the Living in Ireland Panel
Survey. The LIPS Survey was designed to provide a nalionally
representative sample of the population resident in private
households and (0 achieve this drew iL'i sampling frame from the
Register of EieclOrs. This means that as the sampling frame is a list
of persons registered to vore, rhis produces a list of electors! or
persons, rather [han households [hat leads [Q a particular faml of
sample bias that we will return to shortly. The sample itself was
drawn lIsing a two stage process using the ESRl's RANSAlVi system

\'"hic11 allo\vs the District Electoral Divisions (DEDs) to be str-uiricd
according to a number of important variables (province.
urban/nlrJ.1 10c31ion and level of unemployment) before the first
stage of sampling selects a popuiation of lhese DEDs. In rhe
second stage of sampling, a systematic sample of individuals is
dra\vn from within the selected DEDs, or groups of DEDs
(depending on a minimum population threshold) to produce the
target sample. In the first year of data colleclion, 1994. rhe target
sample was 259 clusters or DEDs each with 28 households
yielding 7.252 households in tmal. In each subsequent year
interviewers attempted to reinterview all the members of the
households contacted in 1994 aged o\'er seventeen, although this
was nm alw<lYs possible as household,:) -and individuals could nor
be comacted, would not panicipale, had been instinnionalised, or
had died.
In 1994, of the 7,252 househoids originally selected for the
sample, 166 were insrirU(ions or were ineligible for interview
leaving ~m effective sample of 7.086 households. Of these
households. comact could not he established with 609 households
lea"ing 6,477 valid addresses r!l;U \\'cre contacted and 4.048 where
actual interviews (Ook place (28.2 per ccnL refused). This meant
that 57.1 per ceOl of the effective sample \Vcre interviewed and
62.5 per cent of the valid contacted addresses. A total of 14.583
persons were members of these 4!048 households. 10,411 of which
were eligihle for interview and 9.905 of whom completed the full
intervic\"\' questionnaire (964 on a proxy basis). The 506 eligible
people who did not respond represent less thall 5 per cent of
eligible 'persons in responding households. As Table 1 shows. the
rale of subsequent non-response was heaviest in 1995. blH
cominucd to occur through to 1998, the year used in this report. In
1995. 89 per cent of lhe original completed households (3,584)
and 86 per cent of the original individuals (8,532) \Vere
57
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reimerviewed, although some househokL." and individuals were
rcrecnlitccl in subsccluenl years. However, by 1998 the number of
individuals interviewed had fallen 10 6,324 (63 per c~m of 1994)
and hOllseholds to 2.729 (67 per cent).
Tests have shown (\'(fatson. 1999) that this attrition to the
original sample has not been skewed in any particular direction.
thus the claw remain a reliable source uf nation~lIly represemaLivt'
information. However. even in 1994 the LIPS survey needed to be
reweiglllcd to be a true sample of the population, partially due [0
non-response, bLU also because the sampling fr.lIne of individual
VOlers was not representative of households. These wt'ighrs were
then adjusted subsequently to take care of attrition in the sample
and leaving us with a representative sample of the Irish population
for 1998. The extent of allrilion is sho\\'n in Table AI.
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